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Abstract:
A new 6-degree of freedom dynamometer is presented. Six load cells measure the
normal forces at the contact points of a three groove kinematic coupling. Three toggle
clamps are used to preload the machine, so that it does not come apart. The device was
designed, analyzed, built and tested. The error will mainly depend on frictional forces,
load cells error and the toggle clamps.
Frictional forces affect hysteresis, absorption and settlement of the coupling. Different
solutions have been designed and tested to reduce friction. First, we tried direct contact
between three stainless-steel rods and the stainless-steel load cells. The results were
fully distorted due to the high friction of hard steel. We also tried three stainless-steels
rods with flexures to contact the steel button cells. The results were much better and
more repeatable, but absorption was not good enough. Finally, we tried using Teflon.
Teflon is stuck to a steel plate that touches the contact points, leaving Teflon free of
high stresses and allowing it to reduce friction between the contacts. The outcome was
acceptable. In this case, hysteresis will be reasonably low, absorption is moderate and
settlement-based problems are small for small preloads. Fortunately, settlement ability
will be improved thanks to vibrations.
Future investigations shall look towards low friction solutions, since the sturdiest and
most user-friendly design will be the one that minimizes friction during the settlement
process.
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Title: Neil and Jane Pappalardo Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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1 Introduction
1.1 Objective
The tunnel lab houses a water tunnel where water flows at speeds up to 6 m/s. The
tunnel has a testing part with 50 by 50 cm squared cross sectional area and windows on
each side of the testing area. Many applications require the measurement of forces on
systems that are placed inside the tunnel and to do so dynamometers are used.
Dynamometers always have two differentiated structures. The first one is joined to the
device over which the unknown forces will be applied. We refer to this structure as the
mobile one, since it will move very little with respect to the other structure when forces
act on it. The second one is usually fixed to a bigger structure, in this case the water
tunnel, and this is why we call it the fixed structure. In order to measure forces, load
cells are placed between the fixed and mobile structures. Designs differ on how the two
mentioned structures are mated. Usually, flexible structures such as thin rods or
cantilever plates are used. The idea of using flexible structures comes from the fact that
these structures absorb part of the applied force, and the more flexible they are the
smaller the absorbed forces and smaller the coupling between different degrees of
freedom.
The tunnel lab already has a dynamometer intended to measure forces in 6 degrees of
freedom. Since there are 6 degrees of freedom, 6 load cells are required. This old
dynamometer uses six rods to hold six load cells between the mobile and fixed
structures. Small defections on the rods alignment will substantially modify the
measurements, requiring calibration.
This thesis describes a new 6-degrees-of-freedom dynamometer based on a kinematic
coupling that mates the fixed and mobile structures. The coupling has three grooves,
with two cells placed in each groove. This new design avoids the use of rods and
therefore, once it is fully developed and friction is released, it will reduce the time-
consuming calibration process. Of course the new system will interact with the
measurements, but this interaction will prove to be small as long as friction is kept low.
Dynamometers with more than one degree of freedom usually face a problem without
an easy solution. Forces acting on the dynamometer can vary greatly in magnitude. In
the water tunnel, the moment produced by the propeller or turbine thrust is about one
to two orders of magnitude higher than blades' torque. Therefore, small errors due to
the highest force may lead to very high errors in the blades' torque measurement. The
new kinematic coupling dynamometer considerably reduces this problem, since the
coupling between different degrees of freedom is smaller than for other designs.
Friction was found to exert important forces on the contact points, altering the desired
output and making it unpredictable. We tried several possibilities and successfully
reduced friction using Teflon. We detected an important uncertainty focus in the
settling process, where friction may go in any direction. This problem grows with the
contact forces, and therefore with the preloads. We reduced it significantly with
vibrations, but some residual friction was never eliminated. Friction-free contacts will be
the best way to go with future designs.
1.2 The old dynamometer
This water tunnel currently has a 40-year-old dynamometer, which still works very well,
but requires calibration before each use. This dynamometer goes above the water
tunnel, over the top window, as can be seen in Figure 1. It is connected to the system
that will be tested by a cylindrical bar, labeled "rudder stock" in Figure 1, which is sealed
when going through the tunnel top window and has a diameter of 1.5".
Figure 1. Rudder dynamometer and test section.
This dynamometer uses 6 rods to hold and therefore isolate the system being studied.
By connecting a load cell to each rod, the three forces and three moments acting on the
system can be obtained after adjusting the rods length in such a way that the rods are
aligned with the forces that will be measured. Meticulous alignment is required, but it is
usually not sufficient and requires calibrations before each use.
Furthermore, the biggest measured forces bend the rods enough to increase
considerably the uncertainty of the smallest measured forces. Some tests were
performed with the old dynamometer, and this interference was proven. A unique force
was provided in the X-direction shown in Figure 1. Bending of the rods of all sensors,
L
except Fx cell, absorbed 25% of the applied force, since these rods are perpendicular to
the X-direction. Fortunately, this absorption is somewhat linear, as expected from beam
theory. However, it is known that the highest force bends the ideally independent rods
enough to completely modify the measurement of lower forces. This is why the old
dynamometer is frequently used to measure thrust but not torque. A 6-degrees-of-
freedom dynamometer is therefore only useful to measure successfully one degree of
freedom.
Note that thrust refers to the thrust from a propeller under test, which would be fixtured
to the dynamometer and is parallel to the kinematic coupling plane. Hence in this thesis,
thrust loading of the coupling is in a direction parallel to the plane of the coupling and
not along the coupling vertical axis.
1.3 Why do we use a Kinematic Coupling for this design?
There are two main reasons for using a kinematic coupling in this design. First, the
kinematic coupling is a mechanical joint that perturbs the measurements very little as
long as frictional forces are small. Second, the kinematic coupling is a highly repeatable
mechanical joint. The kinematic coupling dynamometer does not misalign, and induces a
small interference between different degrees of freedom, allowing measurements of
forces differing in two orders of magnitude. These were two problems for the old
dynamometer: Point 1.2 shows that the old dynamometer absorbs 25% of an applied
force; and the old dynamometer is prone to misalign.
A kinematic coupling is a way to mate two structures using a number of contact points
equal to the number of degrees of freedom between them. A stable configuration of
these contact points fully defines the relative position of these two structures, because
they deterministically constrain all degrees of freedom. A detailed analysis of three
groove kinematic couplings can be found at [1]. In the most common case, a lower
structure has three grooves and an upper structure has three halves spheres, each
fitting in each groove, as seen in Figure 2.
Figure 2. Typical kinematic coupling.
-
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The contact points are located allowing a deterministic study of the coupling: the
number of contact points or constraints, which can be viewed as mathematical
equations, equals the number of degrees of freedom, which are the unknowns. This
determinism characterizes kinematic coupling designs as highly repeatable mating
systems. There is no need to adjust anything, because the upper structure easily drops
into place. However, as we will show in this work, some vibrations will help our device
to settle down even better, because frictional forces may induce important errors in the
measures. We expect these vibrations not to be necessary in the future if friction is
considerably reduced.
In our case, the lower structure of the coupling is completely fixed to the tunnel
structure, while the upper structure is rigidly attached to the device being studied,
which is inside the tunnel testing section. There are six degrees of freedom between
both structures, so six load cells are placed as contacts between both structures,
measuring the three forces and three moments acting on our system. The selected cells
are attached to the lower structure and each has a spherical end that contacts a flat
surface on the upper structure. Hence, the kinematic coupling arrangement we are
working with is closer to the one shown in Figure 3, where each half sphere represents a
load cell. From now on, we will refer the upper plate as the "Vee" plate (V-plate), the
lower plate as the "Fixed" plate and the three triangular prisms of the upper structure
as contact bars.
Figure 3. Our particular kinematic coupling.
High stresses are found in the contact surfaces due to the small contact areas.
Compression and relative displacements between both structures due to these high
stresses may be determined using Hertz contact theory. At reference [1], Slocum
presents a spreadsheet valid for three groove kinematic couplings. This spreadsheet can
be used to determine Hertz stresses, forces and relative displacements between the two
coupling structures when forces act on one of them. We used this spreadsheet and
adjusted it to help us to solve our particular design unknowns. Following Hertz stress
contact theory; the contact pressure on the surface is given by:
3Fq - (1)
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where F is the normal force between the two surfaces, and c and d are the semiaxis of
the contact ellipse. In this simple case, a spherical surface contacts a flat surface, having
a contact circle with radius r:
Y3
c= d== ( 2 (2)2E,
where Re is the equivalent radius of the system and Ee is the equivalent modulus of
elasticity.
When a spherical surface contacts a flat one, Rsphere,1 = Rsphere,2 = Rsphere, and Rfi t,1 = Rflat,2
= oc. This way, Re turns out to be:
R1 Rsphre (3)
R= 1 1 1 1 2
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This definition of the equivalent radius is different from the common definition, R*, for
Hertzian contact theory between two spheres, which states:
Re= 1 =Rphere = 2- R (4)
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For our case, the equivalent modulus of elasticity is:
E, 2 (5)
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Elood cell and rlToadcell are respectively the modulus of elasticity and Poisson's coefficient of
the material used for the load cells spherical end. In the same way, Econtact bar and ilcontact
bar are the modulus of elasticity and Poisson's coefficient of the contact bars material.
Deformation and displacements between the two contacting structures are also
determined following Hertz theory. The relative displacement between the spherical




Figure 4 plots the newly designed dynamometer working over the water tunnel. The
tunnel shown is a simplified view of the real tunnel. The figure also shows a cylinder half
in the water, half clamped by the dynamometer. Any device that will be tested can be
attached to the wet end of this cylinder. Figure 5 is a 3D view of the new parts that have
been designed for the kinematic coupling dynamometer (KCD), since we are reusing the
tunnel top window and the bottom part of the old dynamometer. The plans for the new
designed parts are given in Appendix A.
Figure 4. Sketch of the kinematic coupling dynamometer working on the water tunnel.
The dynamometer has three modules, which are:
- The first module is the part we are reusing from the old dynamometer. It is
represented in Figure 6 by the tunnel top window and the cogwheel just above
it.
- The second module, illustrated in Figure 7, is called the "fixed" module because
it is fixed to the first module with screws.
- The third module, seen in Figure 8, is the "mobile" module. The kinematic
coupling joins the mobile module to the fixed module.
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The fixed module of our dynamometer is attached to the water tunnel. The mobile
module is attached to the device being tested. When using the dynamometer, the
mobile module clamps the cylinder that holds the tested device. Three toggle clamps
then apply a force downwards fixing the mobile module. The dynamometer is then
ready to measure forces. The clamps preload both structures so that they remain
together even when forces act on the device.
Figure 5. Kinematic coupling dynamometer assembly. This only includes parts we have designed, i.e.,
the part reused from the old dynamometer matches to the bottom of the assembly shown here.
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Figure 6. Whole assembly sketch.
Figure 7. Second or fixed module.
(
Figure 8. Third or mobile module.
Almost every part of the dynamometer has been designed to support 2,500 N of thrust,
assuming it is applied in the middle of the tunnel cross section. 2,500 N is also the
nominal thrust of the old dynamometer. However, contact bars and load cells used right
now are designed for 700 N maximum thrust. The load cells used have a 500 Ib (2,220 N)
rating capacity.
2.1 Coordinate system
In this section, we will define the coordinate system we will use in this work as the
dynamometer coordinate system. Intentionally, this system matches the coordinate
system of the kinematic coupling. The origin of the coordinate system is also called the
center of the dynamometer.
The Z-axis is parallel to gravity, and matches the axis of the cylindrical bar that joins the
measured device and the dynamometer. The XY-plane is the plane that passes through
the centers of the spheres plotted in Figure 2. Nevertheless, because our arrangement is
closer to Figure 3, the centers of three imaginary spheres define the XY-plane. These are
the green and numbered spheres in Figure 9. The X- and Y-axes point in the directions
shown in Figure 9. These imaginary spheres are the balls that would contact each cells
couple at the real contact points. The three imaginary spheres are numbered for future
references. Ball #1 is the one centered at X = 0 mm, Y = 150 mm and Z = 0 mm; ball #2 is
centered at X = -129.90 mm, Y = -75 mm and Z = 0 mm; and ball #3 is centered at X =
129.90 mm, Y =-75 mm and Z = 0 mm. The toggle clamps and other structures or devices
that are related with one of these balls follow the same numbering.
The dynamometer can turn 3600 and hence it may work in any direction, but it will
usually work in a defined orientation. For simplicity: the dynamometer Y-direction will




Figure 9. Three imaginary spheres define the center of the kinematic coupling and dynamometer. This
figure also plots the coordinate system of the kinematic coupling.
Note that we are using a different coordinate system than that used in Figure 1. The
Figure 1 coordinate system is often used in Naval Architecture and Ocean Engineering.
Nonetheless, the coordinate system explained at this point and used from now on
follows the notation given in [1] for kinematic couplings, and it is particularly useful
since it allows a quick implementation of the spreadsheet included in [1].
2.2 First, "old" or "reused" module
The first module is a complex one and it might be divided into more modules, but since
it already exists we will consider it as one. This module has three purposes: it joins the
dynamometer to the tunnel top window, seals the tunnel, and rotates the entire device
around the Z-axis.
-
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Figure 10 shows the old dynamometer, and names the parts that will be reused. In this
picture, the top window is resting on a stand, not on the tunnel. The dynamometer
rolling mechanism is a cogwheel that turns about the Z-axis thanks to a spindle. A rolling
handle is used to rotate the spindle. Four mounting screws placed 4" from the Z-axis
attach this turning plate to the tunnel top window. These four screws must be loosened
to allow rotation, and tightened again when the desired angle is reached. Everything
above the cogwheel except for the mounting screws shall be removed to place the new
dynamometer.
Figure 10. Old dynamometer resting on an auxiliary stand.
At about the same height as the cogwheel, a seal surrounds the cylindrical bar that
grabs the tested device. This seal is required to avoid water leakages. It has to be
compliant enough not to produce forces that may alter the measurements while
keeping the rest of the dynamometer dry.
2.3 Second or "fixed" module
The designed fixed module was shown in Figure 7, and its construction is shown in
Figure 11. Three grooves contain two load cells each at the corners of an equilateral
triangle. The equilateral triangle arrangement is used to make the design simpler, allow
the reuse of the old dynamometer top window, and allow a full turn of the
dynamometer so that different inflow directions can be easily tested.
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Figure 11. Built fixed module. Left: whole module with toggle clamps "on". Right: whole module
without load cells and with toggle clamps "off".
2.3.1 Fixed-module plate
A plate is used as the basis for the fixed module. This plate is shown in Figure 12. It holds
all the elements of this module and joins the dynamometer to the old module.
Figure 12. Built fixed-module plate. Left: Bottom view. Right: Top view
There are six holes on the module reused from the old dynamometer that might be used
to join it with the fixed-module plate. These holes are located 6.5" from the center, but
aren't equally spaced and the information about them is not complete on the old
dynamometer available plans because there was a change after they were drawn. Three
of these holes are not actually used in the old dynamometer, and neither in ours. The
screws used to join both structures are / - 16 UNF. Three holes we are using have been
highlighted in Figure 13 on the fixed-module plate. Note the space between them is not
always 120 degrees.
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Figure 13. Fixed-module plate. The three holes used to join the fixed and reused modules are
highlighted. Note the upper right highlighted hole is not at 120 degrees with respect to the other two
holes.
The bottom of the fixed-module plate cannot be more than 185 mm to the center of the
cylindrical bar, because the spindle that is part of the old module would not allow the
rotation of the dynamometer. Hence, a cut is required at this distance, as shown in
Figure 14.
Figure 14. Bottom cut of the fixed-module plate.
The old module is joined to the tunnel top window by four screws at 4" from the
dynamometer center. The fixed-module plate must avoid these screw heads and
respective washers. The washers are safely avoided with 30-mm-diameter holes.
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Figure 15. Fixed plate, where the four highlighted holes are those required to avoid the screws head
used to attach the old module to the top window.
In the old dynamometer there is a small cylindrical hole of about 10 mm diameter with
its axis at about X = 0 mm, and Y =-93 mm. This hole is used to pass cables inside the
tunnel. We will not include this hole in the new design because we can pass cables
through the cylindrical bar if it is hollow. This hole would also take time to maintain it,
since it might leak. However, the hole may be drilled in the future if a user requires so.
2.3.2 Groove and toggle-clamp-base structures
The fixed module also includes three structures attached to the fixed plate. Each of
these structures has a place to fix a toggle clamp and a groove where two load cells lay.
The preload clamps are used to apply a force over the third module. Five screws fix each
structure to the plate. There are also four threaded holes to mate the toggle clamp with
this structure; and on the groove there are two pairs of three holes that join each load
cell with the structure. One of structures is shown highlighted in Figure 16. All the
structures are shown in Figure 17.
Figure 16. One of the three groove and toggle-clamp-base structures is highlighted in the assembly.
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Figure 17. Built groove and toggle-clamp-base structures.
2.3.3 Load cells
Our design uses Futek load buttons LLB400. This is a family of standard load cells all with
the same size. The family members differ essentially on their rating capacity. Therefore,
we may select the cells that best suit our expected forces range. More information
about this is in chapter 4. The load buttons are made of 17-4 PH stainless steel. Figure
18 shows these cells.
As seen in Figure 18, each cell has three threaded #6-32 holes. We screwed three
partially threaded rods into these holes. The cells are positioned in the grooves by
introducing the non-threaded parts of the rods in the holes made in the grooves.
Figure 18. Futek LLB400 cells. Left: 2 cells in a groove. Mid: Cell top view. Right: Bottom view, showing
the partially threaded rods that allow its positioning in the grooves.
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2.3.4 Toggle clamps
The preload over each set of load cells is a critical part of the design. We searched for a
device that applies constant and repeatable loads, which seems all but possible by using
toggle clamps. Toggle clamps are more compliant than our kinematic coupling, and
therefore preloads remain almost constant.
The toggle clamps we bought have been slightly modified so that a round head socket
set screw applies the punctual force. This screw fits thanks to a T-nut attached to the
toggle clamp. Figure 19 highlights the toggle clamps. Figure 20 shows the real toggle
clamps and the T-nuts created for the clamps modification. Once they are engaged, the
handle is vertical. If they are disengaged, it turns more than 90', allowing an easy
removal of the mobile module (see Figure 11). Figure 21 illustrates, in real time, how
easy is to apply preloads once the screw is already in its place and with the adequate
height.
Figure 19. Whole structure with the toggle clamps highlighted.
Figure 20. Left: The three toggle clamps including the modification for the force screw. Right: T-nuts and
clamps for the T-nuts used for the toggle clamps force screw.
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Figure 21. Toggle clamp clamping process. Matlab output.
Each toggle clamp has 4 holes to join it to a flat surface. However, there is a height
difference of 0.048" (1.22 mm) between the two front holes and the two rear ones. As
Figure 22 illustrates, we used washers 0.048" thick to overcome this difference.
Figure 22. Detail of the washer required at the toggle clamp base.
Having in mind the idea of reducing frictional forces due to the force screw, we tried
three more configurations for the toggle clamps, besides the basic one with a T-nut and
a force screw. One included horizontal rolling cylinders contacting the clamp instead of
the force screw; another was the normal force screw contacting a steel plate with Teflon
in its opposite side; and the last one was the rolling cylinder contacting a plate with
Teflon. Whenever Teflon was used, it was sliding along a steel plate glued to the
-L
aluminum V-plate, since Teflon friction coefficient on steel is much smaller than on
aluminum.
2.3.5 Lifting eyebolts
Many different devices may be used for testing at the water tunnel, not only our
dynamometer. Thus, the entire dynamometer with its corresponding top window shall
be able to be removed easily by lifting and moving it with a tunnel lab crane. Three
eyebolts are screwed on the fixed module to enable the lifting. The eyebolts are shown
in Figure 23. They are designed so that there is no need of removing the mobile module
while lifting the structure. Each eyebolt can lift up to 1400 lb (630 kg), though they
reduce considerably their capacity if they are not loaded axially. The slings we use to
join the three eyebolts and the crane hook are three feet long. Hence, the angle
between each chain and the horizontal plane is 780. The slings are so large because they
shall avoid the cylinder of the mobile module. Because we expect the whole structure
(top window included) to be less than 150 kg and assuming a 30% reduction due to the
angle, the safety factor is about 8.
Figure 23. Whole new structure. The eyebolts used to lift the surface are highlighted.
2.4 Third or "mobile" module
This module is mated to the fixed module using the kinematic coupling. This way, it can
be easily removed whether we want to change something, e.g., the button cells. Toggle
clamps will apply constant preloads to this module, keeping it fixed during the tests. This
module also holds the cylindrical bar that clamps the device being studied. Figure 8
gives two 3D views of this module, and Figure 24 displays the final built module.
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Figure 24. Built mobile module. Left: Top view, module without contact bars. Right: Bottom view,
module with the contact bars.
2.4.1 V-plate
The V-plate is the basic component of
Figure 25 shows the V-plate in its final
built V-plate.
this module, and holds all elements needed.
position in the assembly. Figure 26 shows the




Figure 26. Built V-plate of the mobile module.
2.4.2 Contact bars
Flat surfaces can be used to contact the load cells because the dynamometer cells have
spherical ends. Each couple of cells will contact on two sides of a bar, as it can be seen in
Figure 27. Hence, three contact bars are joined to the V-plate and located at the corners
of an equilateral triangle. Two Y4 - 20 screws join each bar with a groove of the V-plate.
Each bar is squared, and has two cuts to join it to the V-plate and an upper cut to reduce
stresses on the V-plate. Both the contact bar and load cell surfaces will always be kept
below their plastic deformation stresses, so that the coupling remains as repeatable as
possible. The bars are hence made of 440C stainless steel.
Figure 27. Groove holding two load cells, above which a contact bar fits in. The contact bar has been
highlighted.
Several contact-bar configurations have been developed to reduce tangential forces on
the sensors, as it is explained in detail in chapter 3. These are contact bars with flexures
or contact bars that include an intermediate plate of Teflon and steel contacting the
load buttons. Figure 28 displays two pictures of the most basic contact bars. Figure 29
illustrates the designed hourglass elastic hinges and Figure 30 the parallelogram-type





3. Finally, Figure 31 shows the Teflon intermediate plates
Figure 28. Basic contact bars
Figure 29. Hourglass elastic hinges. Left: Different views of the bars. Right: Bar including precision shim
in the gaps to reduce the gap thickness.
Figure 30. Different views of the parallelogram-type flexure.
For the Teflon arrangement, we used 6 intermediate plates between the load cells and
contact bars, as illustrated in Figure 30. The plates were made of 17-4 PH stainless steel.
We milled both sides of these plates, and attached a Teflon layer to one side, as shown
in Figure 32. The Teflon side contacted the contact bars. The steel side contacted the
load cells. The plates were not glued to any other structure; they just fit in its place
thanks to normal and frictional forces. This way, relative displacement between the
intermediate plate and the contact bars was possible. However, this solution requires
some skills to correctly place these plates. Consequently, we used three small parts
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made of aluminum sheet to help to place these Teflon plates and to avoid them falling
down whenever vibrations were present.
Figure 31. Assembly using Teflon intermediate plates.
Figure 32. Teflon arrangement additional parts. Left: Intermediate plates. The plates in the left show
their Teflon side and the plates in the right show their 17-4 PH stainless steel side. Right: Aluminum
stands used to hold the plates so that vibrations do not let plates go down.
2.4.3 Clamping cylinder
The mobile module includes a mechanism that clamps the device being studied. A
vertical and cylindrical rod is used to join this studied device with the dynamometer.
Then, the mobile-module clamping device grabs the other end of the cylindrical rod.
This mechanism will be strong enough to withstand the huge moments acting on our
dynamometer. These moments are so high because large forces are applied at the end
of the cylindrical bar, which is inside the tunnel. For this reason, the clamping device has
two collars, each joined to each end of a strong cylinder. Figure 33 shows this
mechanism highlighted in its place in the assembly. One of the collars is seen at the top
of the clamping cylinder. The other collar, which is between the cylinder and the V-
plate, is shown in Figure 34 before mating the mechanism to the mobile module.
Figure 33. Clamping device is highlighted in the assembly.
Two holes through the lateral of the clamping cylinder are shown in Figure 34. They
allow the user to tighten or loosen the screws that regulate the bottom-collar inner
diameter. In this figure, we also see four screws that join the bottom collar to the
clamping cylinder. We couldn't place the remaining two screws because the required
drills in the clamping cylinder would have damaged the two lateral holes.
Figure 34. Built clamping device, viewed from the bottom.
2.4.4 Contact plates
Forces applied by toggle clamps are so concentrated that they would deform the V-
plate, which is made of aluminum. This would not be remarkable, because here we do
not need as much precision and repeatability as in the kinematic coupling itself.
However, if the toggle clamps are wrongly used, they might change significantly the V-
plate surface and render it useless. As a safety measure, a harder and small plate is
placed between the toggle clamp force screw and the V-plate. This harder plate is 17-4
PH stainless steel and will deform permanently when the clamp acts. Nonetheless, if it is
wrongly modified, we will be able to change it very easily, since it is just epoxied to the
V-plate. The plates' surfaces have been milled. Figure 35 shows the plates used and
Figure 36 illustrates them in the assembly.
Figure 35. 17-4 PH stainless steel used for the plates contacting the preloading screws. The three used
plates appear already milled.
Figure 36. The plates used as contact with the toggle clamp preloads are highlighted.
At the beginning, we glued these contact plates to the mobile module. Nonetheless,
later on we removed the glue and added a sheet of Teflon to the side contacting the
mobile module. This way, friction between the toggle clamp and the mobile module was
strongly reduced.
2.4.5 Poka-yoke
The design will also have a poka-yoke feature: an off-center pin in a hole that only
allows the V-plate to be placed in one orientation on the load cells. Our kinematic
coupling forms an equilateral triangle, which allows three different positions of the V-
plate, just by turning it 120 degrees. We use a poka-yoke so that the machine is as
repeatable as possible. In our case, the off-center pin is just a long threaded rod that
joins one of the groove structures and the fixed-module plate, as Figure 37 displays.
Because of this threaded-rod length, only one hole that passes through the V-plate can
avoid this rod. We drilled one through-all hole in the V-plate to match the threaded rod.
That's why there is only one way to mate both structures. Note this poka-yoke is not
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really necessary, since the relative position of the groove structures and the non-passing
holes made in the V-plate to avoid the groove structure screws already creates an
unintentional poka-yoke. However, the latter poka-yoke is not as visible as the former,
which is why we chose the off-center pin.
Figure 37. Poka-yoke. Left: Normal arrangement of screws used to fix a groove structure. Right:
Threaded rod working instead of a screw, making necessary to place the V-plate through-all hole
matching it.
2.5 Coupling geometrical characteristics
Once we have defined all parts of the dynamometer, we can define more easily many of
the geometrical properties of our design.
- Dball = 34.267 mm. Imaginary ball diameter: equivalent diameter ball to contact
the load buttons at the same points. This is the diameter of the imaginary
spheres defined in section 2.1. This value will change when modifying the
contact bars width or the load cells height.
- Dcoupling = 300 mm. Coupling diameter: diameter of the circumference that holds
the centers of the three imaginary spheres. This value will not change unless we
place the cells in different points.
- Rb = 63.5 mm. "Ball" radius: radius of the button cells spherical end. It is useful
when computing Hertz stresses and deflections. This value is constant for all
Futek LLB400 cells.
- Rgroove = oo. "Groove" radius (negative for a trough): radius of the contact bar.
Since it is flat, it is infinite. We just chose a very high value for the numerical
computations.
2.6 Materials used
Different materials have been used to build the kinematic coupling dynamometer. In
this section, we describe the basic materials. Nonetheless, we do not cover the
materials and finishes used for bolts, nuts, collars or toggle clamps; though we will
mention something about them in Section 2.8.
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2.6.1 Aluminum 6061-T651
All parts that have been designed, besides the contact bars and the contact plates, are
made of aluminum 6061-T651. This is a precipitation hardening aluminum alloy that
mainly combines magnesium and silicon in the aluminum. This material has relatively
fair strength, good machinability and workability, high corrosion resistance, and high
weldability. Its density is 2,700 kg/m 3. Moreover, it is widely available and is a cost-
effective solution. It is often used for marine hardware due to its excellent corrosion
resistance.
This aluminum is fabricated by first raising the temperature, which solutionizes the
alloying elements. Then it is quenched to maintain the solution. After quenching, a
stretching process relieves stresses. Finally, an artificial aging process allows the
precipitation that keeps the structure quite stable and provides higher strength and
hardness. The difference with the 6061-T6 is that the latter does not relieve stresses
after creating the solution.
The mechanical properties of Aluminum 6061-T651 are:
- Elastic modulus: 70 GPa.
- Yield stress: 270 MPa.
- Ultimate stress: 310 MPa.
- Poisson ratio: 0.33.
2.6.2 440C stainless steel for the contact bars
The contact bars are made of 440C stainless steel, a martensitic chromium steel alloy.
We selected this material because it is one of the hardest stainless steels, therefore
reducing the risk of superficial damage in the bars due to Hertz stresses. The martensitic
structure makes it a magnetic steel. The 440 stainless steel series is one of the hardest
stainless steels, but it is not as corrosion resistant as other stainless steel series. The
440C is the strongest of this series, since it contains the largest quantity of carbon in it.
Furthermore, 440 steel can be hardened by heat treatment and it is relatively
machinable. All of this leads to a relatively low cost.
The mechanical properties of our specific 440C stainless steel are:
- Hardness: 55 HRC (Rockwell C Hardness).
- Yield stress: at least 1,400 MPa.
- Tensile strength: 1,900 MPa.
- Elastic modulus: 200 GPa.
- Poisson ratio: 0.293.
2.6.3 17-4 PH stainless steel for the contact plates and load cells
Both load cells and contact plates of the mobile module are made of 17-4 PH stainless
steel. The contact plates are those plates used to receive the force from the toggle
clamps, so that the aluminum of the V-plate is not damaged. The 17-4 PH stainless steel
is a martensitic chromium precipitation-hardened (PH) steel alloy. It contains 17%
chromium and 4% nickel. It is also known as stainless steel 630, which is part of the
stainless steel 600 series. 17-4 PH stainless steel combines high strength and hardness,
low ductility and fair corrosion resistance. It is available in castings, rods, sheets or
plates.
Mechanical properties of 17-4 PH stainless steel change depending mainly on the
hardening heat treatments and secondarily on the manufacturing process. Therefore,
mechanical properties are different for both load cells and contact plates.
The load cells are cast steel, with the following approximated mechanical properties:
- Hardness: 39 HRC (Rockwell C Hardness).
- Yield stress: 1,100 MPa.
- Tensile strength: 1,200 MPa.
- Elastic modulus: 197 GPa.
- Poisson ratio: 0.27.
Approximated mechanical properties of the 17-4 PH stainless steel used for the contact
plates are defined next. This steel has been annealed:
- Hardness: 36 HRC (Rockwell C Hardness).
- Yield stress: 1,000 MPa.
- Tensile strength: 1,100 MPa.
- Elastic modulus: 196 GPa.
- Poisson ratio: 0.27.
2.7 Structural considerations
The kinematic coupling dynamometer is structurally designed to measure up to 2,500 N
thrust, Fy, and 350 N-m torque, My, for common turbines or propellers tested inside the
water tunnel. Note that 2,500 N thrust implicitly provides 1,050 N-m for Fx. Regarding
other applications, a safe rule of thumb to express this structural limit is that the
combination of Mx and My shall always be below 1,000 N.m. We do not worry about
high weights because weight is just part of the preloads.
All structural parts have been analyzed, and Finite Element Analyses have been
performed for all designed parts. Figure 38 illustrates the safety factor for two of these







Almost all parts of the structure have a safety factor of at least 3 for the cases
considered in the last paragraph. However, there are two exemptions:
- The oval-tip screws, used by the toggle clamps to apply the preload, have a
safety factor of 1.0 for the maximum possible preload per clamp, 6,000 N.
Therefore, the T-nuts and the preload screws must be changed if we want to
apply preloads higher than 2,000 N per clamp without problem. The failure
mode for these screws is collapse during compression. We verified that buckling
failure was not a problem, since the free length of these screws is very small, in
fact less than 6 mm when preloaded.
- Contact bars are made of 440C steel so that they can withstand the highest
contact stresses the dynamometer will deal with. However, the elastic hinges
have been optimized for a maximum contact force of 2,200 N, which is the
maximum force expected in the current load cells (2,220 N rating capacity). In
the future, if load cells with higher rating capacity are required, stronger but less
flexible hinges will also be required.
The safety factor is 3 for the four screws that join the lower collar clamp to the clamping
cylinder (see Figure 34). As we said before in point 2.4.3, the lower collar clamp has 6
holes, but we could not place screws into two of these holes.
Besides the screws already mentioned, the rest of the screws in our application have
been conveniently oversized, having a safety factor about 4 or higher.
Red: safety factor < 7
Blue: safety factor > 7
Figure 38. FEA. Left: Plot of the safety factor for the right groove structure for the worst case: 6,000 N
preload. Right: Plot of the safety factor for the clamping cylinder for the worst case: 2,500 N thrust.
The toggle clamps themselves have a safety factor of 1.1 for 6,000 N, though we are not
considering the manufacturer safety factor. The manufacturer verified that their toggle
clamps could safely apply their rating capacity.
Mechanical properties of 440C stainless steel, combined with the contact geometry,
mean that normal forces on the contact bars may go up to 20,000 N without yielding in
the contact area. Note that the rating capacity of the current cells is 2,220 N, and the
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rating capacity of the biggest load cell that might be used in this dynamometer is 8,880
N. Therefore, no yield is expected in the contact area.
In the same way and considering the mechanical properties of 17-4 PH stainless steel
and the contact geometry, button cells will yield when normal forces reach 11,500 N. As
the maximum expected normal force is 8,900 N, we do not expect the load cells to yield.
Contact plates will yield for a very small force, about a 35 N preload, since the toggle-
clamp force screws have a spherical tip of just 8 mm diameter. However, as we
explained in point 2.4.4, this is not at all a problem. The plates will yield before the force
screws because the latter are harder. Force screws have a minimum hardness of 45 HRC.
Contact points may be submitted to fretting. Fretting is defined by the ASM Handbook
on Fatigue and Fracture as "a special wear process that occurs at the contact area
between two materials under load and subject to minute relative motion by vibration or
some other force." (ref-3:9:321). Some design conditions will help fretting between the
contact bars and load cells: fretting happens more often when oxygen is present, and it
is worst for high contact loads and for perfectly dry conditions. However, some
conditions that usually increase fretting chances do not materialize in our case: we do
not deal with a high number of cycles, neither with soft materials, and our slip
amplitudes are relatively small. We do not expect significant fretting, but a further study
may be convenient.
2.8 Corrosion considerations
The dynamometer will be used in the water tunnel. As a result, the environment is
humid, and corrosion may occur.
Two parts that may corrode are the collar clamps and the toggle clamps. They are made
of steel. They were chosen because no similar product with better corrosion resistance
was found. These products already come with a finish. However, a better anti-corrosion
finish or coating shall be given in the future if corrosion happens.
Basic dynamometer parts are made of aluminum. Aluminum is a thermodynamically
reactive material. However, aluminum 6061 provides a high corrosion resistance
because its surface oxidizes and creates a layer that protects the material from further
corrosion. This phenomenon, known as passivation, is explained in [12]. A common
atmosphere will not break the oxidized layer.
Bolts used for the dynamometer are of two main types: Bolts that are not screwed into
aluminum are made of stainless steel, while bolts that are screwed into aluminum are
made of steel with an ultra corrosion-resistant coated finish. Stainless steel was not use
in this second case because it might corrode aluminum. Stainless steel and aluminum
have a very different potential that may create a galvanic cell. Under a marine
environment, local pitting corrosion can appear in the aluminum threads.
The eyebolts used for the lifting equipment are screwed into the aluminum fixed-
module plate. It is important that these eyebolts can be removed, because it will help
when tightening or loosening the bolts that attach the old module to the tunnel
window. This way, we will be able to change the angle of the dynamometer easily. For
the same reasons mentioned in the preceding paragraph, we chose steel eyebolts with
an ultra corrosion-resistant coated finish. Nevertheless, there was no such option, and
we chose stainless steel eyebolts. We included stainless steel helical inserts between the
aluminum and the eyebolts. These inserts require an insulating material between them
and the aluminum to avoid corrosion. There is also some risk that the helical inserts and
the eyebolts may cold weld, since both are stainless steel products. However, this
problem is smaller than corrosion, and some grease may prevent it.
3 Friction reduction: contact bars possibilities
When not controlled, frictional forces at the contact points are the strongest inaccuracy
input for the measurements, as we will see in point 6.6. This chapter studies different
solutions to keep these inaccuracies to a minimum. All considered design modifications
are done to the mobile-module contact bars, because they are small. This way,
modifications are relatively cheap and easy.
The basic contact bar has been defined in point 2.4.2. As we explain in point 8.2.2, tests
performed using these bars lead to large hysteresis effects. This chapter explains new
contact-bar designs based on the use of low-friction materials or the use of elastic
hinges.
3.1 Low friction materials
The basic contact bars are made of stainless steel that contact the button cells stainless
steel. The friction coefficient of this contact is 0.78, which is very high. Hence, materials
with lower friction coefficient are a good choice for reducing hysteresis and absorption
due to friction.
The coefficient of friction usually falls with increasing load. This is good for our case,
since our structure deals with high loads. For instance, reference [14] shows how
diamond friction coefficient on steel decreases with normal load. Nonetheless, what
decreases is the friction coefficient, but friction forces will always increase with normal
load.
Table 1 gives the friction coefficient of several materials on steel. For our specific case,
two different materials are distinguished. On the one hand, among materials hard
enough to withstand high hertzian stresses, some have a low friction coefficient against
steel. A plate of any of these materials can be easily attached to the basic contact bars.
This way, the design does not need a huge modification. On the other hand, some
materials have an incredibly small friction coefficient against the hard stainless steel of
the cells. However, these materials usually cannot bear huge contact stresses, and
therefore a more difficult design modification is required.
Material Friction coefficient
against steel
Diamond 0.08 - 0.14
Sapphire 0.10 - 0.15
Ruby 0.13
Teflon 0.04
Table 1. Coefficients of friction of several materials on steel.
Among the first group, we find sapphire, diamond or ruby. These are very hard
materials. In fact, sapphires and rubies rank in the 9t h group of Mohs' hardness scale,
while diamonds are in the 1 0 th group, hence being the strongest. Hardened steel usually
ranks around the 8t h group. Therefore, these materials would not yield under the
contact forces we are facing. However, these materials are very brittle. They might
break while handling the mobile module or when inducing vibrations, which is why we
did not try any of them. Plates of these materials could be glued to the end of the
contact bars.
The second group best option is Teflon. Fortunately, Teflon is not brittle, but we cannot
place Teflon directly contacting the load cells because it might yield. Some tests of this
work have been carried on using Teflon as explained in Point 2.4.2.
3.2 Flexures
Flexures are an elegant solution for our purposes. Figure 39 shows a common flexure.
Reference [8] covers the basics of elastic hinges for kinematic couplings. Since kinematic
couplings are very stiff structures, very small displacements will occur as long as contact
bar planes remain in their places, i.e., as long as stiffness is very high in the direction
normal to the contact planes. Flexures fulfill this criterion while minimizing the
tangential force required for a tangential displacement. Therefore, they can be very
useful in our design.
Flexures have one advantage and one disadvantage when compared with low friction
solutions.
- On the bright side, although flexures will absorb about the same loads than low
friction solutions, their elastic behavior will notably reduce hysteresis.
- The main problem is related with the preferred directions of the flexures. The
dynamics of the coupling may produce displacements in any of the two
directions shown by Figure 39. However, in order to be easily manufactured,
flexures can only work in one direction. This is, displacements are only allowed in
one of the two tangential directions of the contact plane, as Figure 39 suggests.
Therefore, frictional forces are only reduced in one direction. We decided to
alleviate friction in the direction shown in Figure 39 because it is the only way to
reduce absorption of Z-forces, which are the maximum forces acting on our
dynamometer.
Figure 39. Basic views of a contact bar with flexures. Left view shows the displacement allowed and
right view that one restrained.
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Two different flexures were designed, analyzed and built. The required circular cuts
were drilled, and the required linear cuts were made using a wire electric discharge
machine (EDM). We next show in detail each of these two configurations.
This type of hinge is proposed in [8]. Figure 40 shows the final design for our case. The
width of the flexure is 22 mm. The minimum thickness was chosen to be 1.2 mm so that
a normal force of 2,200 N is easily withstood. 2,200 N was chosen as the maximum
normal force because it is the rating capacity of the current load cells.
Our elastic hinge is relatively wide. Thereby, modeling it as a beam, where stresses in
the width direction are assumed to be zero, is a rough approximation. Nevertheless, this
is a good first approximation for an initial calculation. Beam theory may be used to
relate the tangential force and the tangential displacement of this type of beam. The
tangential displacement, v, can be worked out if we know the beam rotation at each
point, 0, since:
dv
0 - tan 0=- (7)
dx
As it is explained in [16], the angle turned at the end of an hourglass hinge, 0 (rad), can
be expressed as a function of the radius, R (mm), width, w (mm), and thickness, t (mm),
of the flexure, and the modulus of elasticity, E (N/mm 2):
3MR I 1
O= -5-+
2Ew[(.5t + R) R2 0.5t+ R (0.5 + R) - R
)y -R3R(O.5t + R)- arcta (8)
2R 2 + (0.5t + R)2  2 (0.5t + R) - R
0.5t + R (0o.5t + R) -R2
v might be exactly computed using beam theory, perhaps introducing a numerical
calculation, by integrating the angle expressed as a function of the flexure position.
However, our idea is simply to maximize v for a certain load. Roughly, v at the contact
points will increase with 0, which is known thanks to Equation 8. Therefore, we used
this equation to maximize v for a flexure that fitted in a 1.25 by 1.25" rod. Once we had
a good arrangement, we performed a Finite Element Analysis (FEA) for the final checks
and optimization process.
Three different aspects were studied during the FEA. First, we checked that maximum
stresses were kept below a reasonable value. Second, we checked that tangential forces
causing the maximum expected tangential displacement were smaller than 5% of the
normal forces. This tries to minimize the tangential forces. The expected tangential
displacements are those produced by the coupling dynamics. Finally, we made sure that
no undesirable tangential force could damage the hinge. This safety measurement can
be achieved if the gap created by the wire EDM is small enough. When high and
unexpected tangential forces act on the flexure, the flexure corner will eventually touch
the other side of the gap, avoiding further rotation of the hinge. In the Finite Element
post-analysis, we assumed linearity between loads, stresses and displacements, as beam
theory suggests.
The resulting design and the performed Finite Element Analysis are shown next. Figure
40 shows the new contact bars with the resulting flexures. Appendix A has the drawings
of these parts.
Figure 40. Contact bars with hourglass flexures. Left: top view, with the null-displacement restraints for
the FEA. Right: bottom view, with the normal and tangential loads applied in the FEA.
We considered several possibilities during the FEA. The normal force acting on one of
the contact points varied from 0 N to 2,200 N and the tangential force varied from 0 N
to 150 N. As expected, a tangential force of 150 N and a normal force of 2,200 N lead to
the greatest stress, 400 MPa. Since we are using contact bars with a yield stress of about
1,400 MPa, it was considered an admissible stress. Figure 41 and Figure 42 show the
displacement and stress distribution for this case. These loads would produce a
tangential displacement of 0.05 mm at the contact point and 0.1 mm at the bar corner.
When using the 2,220 N load cells, the maximum tangential displacement expected at
the contact points due to the dynamics of the coupling is 0.027 mm. Thanks to the
superposition principle, by leaving a gap of 0.12 mm between the flexure and the rest of
the contact bar, the maximum expected stress will be about 480 N, and the maximum
possible displacement for the contact point will be 0.06 mm, which is twice the
expected displacement. We also know, thanks to linearity, that a tangential force of 80
low
N will cause 0.027 mm tangential displacement. This force is only 3.6% of the maximum















Figure 41. Displacement distribution for the hourglass flexure. Displacements appear magnified. A
tangential force of 150 N and a normal force of 2,200 N were applied on the left contact point.
The displacement distribution is highly dependant on the tangential force. Almost
identical displacements were obtained when applying a tangential force of 150 N and a
zero normal force instead of 2,200 N, as shown in Figure 43. This is basically due to the
high stiffness in the direction normal to the contact circle.
A problem showed up due to manufacturing. The minimum thickness gap allowed by
the wire EDM used is 0.4 mm. Therefore, shim was placed in the cuts to avoid a possible
fracture, leaving a gap of 0.12 mm, as we stated before.
Figure 42. Stress distribution for the hourglass flexure. Displacements appear magnified. A tangential
force of 150 N and a normal force of 2,200 N were applied on the left contact point.
Figure 43. Displacement distribution for the hourglass flexure. Displacements appear magnified. A
tangential force of 150 N and a zero normal force were applied on the left contact point.
3.2.2 Parallelogram flexture
This flexure is based on a structure with two beams that bend under tangential forces.
Figure 44 illustrates the final design. The width of the flexure is 22 mm. The minimum
thickness was chosen to be 0.5 mm for each beam so that a normal force of 2,200 N is
easily withstood. 2,200 N were selected as the maximum normal force because it is the
rating capacity of the current load cells.
As for the hourglass hinge, our flexures are relatively wide. Thereby, modeling them as
beams is again a rough though useful first approximation. Beam theory relates the





where F is the tangential force (N), L the beam effective length (mm), E the modulus of
elasticity (N/mm 2), and Ithe inertia of the beam cross sectional area (mm4).
We used Equation 9 to optimize the flexure so that it fitted in a rod of 1.25" by 1.25".
Once we had a good arrangement, we performed a Finite Element Analysis (FEA) for the
final checks and optimization process.
Using a FEA, we checked the same three aspects than for the hourglass flexure. These
three aspects, explained in point 3.2.1, are: the maximum stress verification, the
absorbed force check and the parallelogram gap analysis. In the FEA, we assume
linearity between loads, stresses and displacements, as beam theory suggests.
The resulting design and the Finite Element Analysis is shown next. Figure 44 shows the
contact bars with the resulting flexures. Appendix A has the drawings of these parts.
Figure 44. Contact bars with parallelogram flexures. Left: top view, with the null-displacement
restraints for the FEA. Right: bottom view, with the normal and tangential loads applied in the FEA.
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We considered several possibilities during the FEA. The normal force acting on one of
the contact points varied from 0 N to 2,200 N and the tangential force varied from 0 N
to 230 N. As expected, a tangential force of 230 N and a normal force of 2,200 N lead to
the largest stress, 685 MPa. Since we are using contact bars with a yield stress around
1,400 MPa, it was considered an admissible stress. Figure 45 and Figure 46 show the
displacement and stress distribution for this case. These loads would produce a
tangential displacement of 0.11 mm both at the contact point and at the flexure corner.
When using the 2,220 N load cells, the maximum tangential displacement expected at
the contact points due to the dynamics of the coupling is 0.027 mm. Thanks to the
superposition principle, by leaving a 0.1 mm gap between the flexure and the rest of the
contact bar, the maximum expected stress is about 600 N, and the maximum possible
displacement for the contact point is also 0.1 mm, which is almost four times the
expected displacement. We also know, thanks to linearity, that a 56 N tangential force
will cause 0.027 mm tangential displacement. This force is just 2.6% of the maximum
applied normal force. Therefore, the hourglass flexure is a good option for this design.
Figure 45. Displacement distribution for the parallelogram flexure. Displacements appear magnified. A
tangential force of 230 N and a normal force of 2,200 N were applied on the right contact point.
In the same way it happened to the hourglass flexure, the displacement distribution is
mainly dependant on the tangential force. Almost identical displacements were
obtained when applying a tangential force of 230 N and a zero normal force. This is
basically due to the high stiffness in the direction normal to the contact circle.
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And once again, a problem showed up due to manufacturing. The minimum thickness
gap allowed by the wire EDM used is 0.3 mm. Therefore, shim was placed in the cuts to
avoid a possible fracture, leaving a gap of 0.1 mm, as we stated before.
Figure 46. Stress distribution for the parallelogram flexure. Displacements appear magnified. A
tangential force of 230 N and a normal force of 2,200 N were applied on the left contact point.
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4 Theoretical analysis of the kinematic coupling
dynamometer
In this chapter, we will define the basic equations defining the static equilibrium of our
coupling. This will lead to a final expression for the forces acting on our coupling when
contact forces are known. Section 1.3 has already described what a kinematic coupling
is, as well as the basics of Hertz contact theory.
The forces and moments acting on the dynamometer mobile module are in equilibrium:
F = 0 F, ,,,,,, + F,,,,,,, + FL( + F,, + F .,,,,,, = 0 (10)
M = 0 -> M ,prraacs + Mloads + ,LC seal fricti,,, = 0 ( 11)
where F,,e,,,(d, are the forces exerted by the toggle clamps; Fo,,ad, are those produced by
the tested device; FLC are the normal forces measured by the load cells and transfer
through the six contact points; F ,, is the resultant force coming from the rubber seal;
and F.,,,,,, is the friction based tangential force produced at the cells and clamps
contact points. Moments produced by all these forces are also in equilibrium. No other
force acts on the system because there are no more points touching the mobile module.
We are considering different variables throughout this chapter. An arrow over one of
these variables refers to a vector that uses the coordinate system expressed in Section
2.1. If there is no arrow, we are just talking about the physical sense of the variable or
about one of its vector components. For instance, F,,l,,oa,,ds refers to the preload force,
F;,r,eloads represents its vector, and F,,,,oas is the Y-component preload force of toggle
clampj.
F,e,, and F,,,,.,, are no longer considered in this chapter because they must negligible if
compared with the other forces. This is a design requirement. However, they are
studied in Chapter 6 because they induce errors in the measurements.
Regarding the preloads, since the toggle clamp force acts downwards in our design,
Fpeoods,;
, 
and FI.,;lod, equal zero, though we still consider them; and F;,,,,111 .1 is
negative. F,, eo,,i;,, are approximately equal for all toggle clamps because we aim for a
simple design.
The dynamometer's intention is to measure Flo,,,,,. Hence, F,,,d, shall be expressed in a
useful reference system; where thrust, torque or lift are direct outputs. With this aim,
we use the coordinate system explained in Section 2.1. In this system, Fi,,-eoao, are forces
acting on the Z-direction, but FLc are forces applied perpendicularly to the contact
surfaces. We express FLC in the defined coordinate system by using the contact forces
direction cosines. Equilibrium is expressed as follows:
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FLC (-PLC, ZB + YLC )Bi) = 0
FLC (-YLC X + CTLCi) = 0
FLC (a-LC YBi + LC, B i) = 0
In these expressions, aLC, /3 LC and YLC are the contact forces direction cosines in the X-,
Y- and Z-directions respectively. The sub-index i refers to the six different load cells, and
the sub-index j refers to the three toggle clamps. The clamps and load cells numbering
used is shown in Figure 47. xpi, ypi and Zp; are the coordinates of each toggle clamp force
application point. Finally, XBi, YBi and z 8i are the coordinates of the different contact
points. The contact points numbering matches the load cells numbering.
Ball 1
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Equation 13 uses M,,,, M ,,,,and Mo,,,. as the moments exerted on the mobile
module. This nomenclature is used because it allows pure torque representation, as for
example the blades' torque, M,,,,.,. However, we might work with the moment
produced by a certain force instead. Referring to the coordinates of Fo,,, application
point as XL, YL and zL, we would use in Equation 13:
-F/(,(,/(, Z.L + Floads_. YL instead of Mlio, ..,
-Flodis.-x L + Firis.,Z, instead of Mood.,.,
-Fload.\YL + Fl,,ds.,x L instead of M/,,,I,..
Regarding the direction cosines, an equilateral configuration leads to:
aLC, =-cos450 ; aLC = cos450 ; aLC, = cos45' -sin 30 0 ;
aLC = -cos45 - sin 300; arC = cos45 - sin 30; aLC, = -cos45 sin 300;
P3 LC = 0; /3LC = 0; 3 LC, = -cos450 -cos 300;
(14)
PLC, = cos 450 o cos 300; PLC. = COs450 -cos 300; 3LC, = -COS450. cos 300;
YLC, = cos450; YLC. = cos450; YLC, = cos450 ;
LC4 = cos45; YLC, = cos45
0; YLC, = cos45.
Equations 12 and 13 are solved in the spreadsheet given in [1]. Because everything is
known except Fl, ..d, the equations are expressed in a way that directly relates F.o,.. and
FL,, which is very convenient since FLc is the direct output from the cells. Using a
matrix notation, we have:
F,, 0adS,6x+ F+preloadI,6xI A 6 x FLC or: FLC 6xl A= 6 x 6 (Fi(ad6x + F,eIoads,6x ) (15)
where F~,iO.S6xi and F ,reloads.6x, are two 6-component vectors representing the three
forces and three moments in our defined coordinate system. The bar over the F is used
to differentiate the vector notation used before from the matrix notation. FLc.6 xl is also
a six components vector where the components are the contact forces, which are equal
to the cells output, apart from the cells error. A 6 x 6 is the 6 by 6 matrix that relates these
vectors. The two flat bars over the A are just to clarify that A6x 6 is a square matrix, not a
vector. Note that A6x6 only depends on the design geometry:
aLC, aLC, aLC, aLC4  aLC, aLC,
LC PLC LC LC4  PLC PLC,
YLC, YLC 7 YLCL YLC 4  'LC, YLC 6
YLC 1YB, YLC, YB YLC, YB YLC 4 B4  YLCYB, YLC 6YB,
6x6 LC ZB, BLCZB, BPLC3 Z  P 4 Z  PLCZB, PLC6 ZB( (16)
aLCI I  LCZB aLC3 ZB, cLC4 B4, LC, ZB aLC6 ZB,
-YLC, XB -'LC(, XB,  LC 3 XB3 - YLC 4 XB -YLCS XB, -}LC 6 " X B,
3 LC, XB 1  
3 LC, XB, 3 LC3XB, PLC XB4 PLC XB PLC6XB,
-ULCYB 1 - LC, YB LC, B3 -ULC4)B -a LCYB i LC6YB,
The measuring process is carried out as follows. The mobile module is placed over the
fixed one, and the dynamometer clamps the tested device. Then, toggle clamps apply
the preloads. We look at the computer screen, watching the forces output, and we
increase the preloads up to the desired value. At this point, we have the following
equality:
IFp'locdsu6 x I A xx - Frpe6rrcoex1; or: FLCwelodis 6x1 = x6 I F reloads,6x1
During the testing process, assuming the applied loads are stationary, we have:
F as,6x + Fpeloads,6  = A6x6 C.tests.6x or: FLCttextsI 6x6* ( a- .6 F .x + F rei sW. x (18)
F o ds,6xl is finally obtained in the following manner:
F loa.6x1 = 6x6 FLCtests6x F preloads,6 x,
= Fll(ds.6xl = A xFLC ,tAestF6x - A LC prelods,6)xl = A6x6 FLCiteslsx- F-c reloads,6x (19)
Looking at Equation 13, we can recognize the errors will be due to those phenomena
that modify any of the elements of this equation: Floads.,6x A6x6, FLC,tests6xI or FLCprelods.6x,
In addition, errors will also be due to F,, and Fr.ction, which have already been
neglected.
5 Practical use of the dynamometer
This chapter points up how the dynamometer shall be operated for most common
cases. This way, no deeper understanding of the kinematic coupling dynamometer is
required if your case fits in the following description.
5.1 Dynamometer limits
The dynamometer has been designed to measure very different devices. When
maximizing the resolution, we should use load cells with rating capacity as low as
possible. Each type of load cell will require a certain preload so that neither the cell
breaks nor the modules separate.
Table 2 gives the recommended load cells and preloads depending on the expected
maximum thrust (Fy in the dynamometer reference system) and torque (My) for
applications where the thrust is by far the maximum force, as in turbines and propellers.
This table has been devised for the designed dynamometer working on the current
water tunnel. Future possible uses will require special consideration. Note also that
these values have been obtained assuming the thrust is applied on the middle of the
water tunnel. However, if it is applied at the bottom of the tunnel, the moment
produced will be higher, and therefore we may need to study that particular case and
see which combination of cells and preloads will work.
Normal applications (most turbines and propellers)
MaximumMaximum blades' Preload per Load cell
thrust, F toggle clamp + capacity( torque, My Weight/3 (N) capacity (Ib) (N)(N) ( Weight/3 (N) (N)(N - m)
125 20 300 100 445
300 45 750 250 1112
700 105 1500 500 2224
1250 190 3000 1000 4448
2500 350 6000 2000 8896
Table 2. Recommended preloads and load cells.
The family of button cells allowed by our design is the Futek LLB400. These cells have
fixed spatial dimensions but the rating capacity varies among the family members,
which makes them very useful since we may select cells with different rating capacity
depending on the application. All Futek LLB400 button cells that we may use appear in
Table 2. Of course we could use cells with higher capacity than the maximum shown,
though it would be a waist of accuracy, as we cannot exceed the structural limit. Futek
LLB400 cells can bear up to a 30% more of their nominal capacity while still working. An
overload bigger than this 30% damages the load cells, first locally, allowing a repair; but
if the load still increases, the damage becomes irreparable.
In our case, the maximum expected thrust is 700 N. Thereby 1,500 N preload per toggle
clamp avoids the fixed and mobile modules getting unstuck. Because of this, the load
cells shall have at least 500 lb rating capacity (2200 N).
Applications in which the force and moment distribution does not fit in Table 2 will
require particular consideration. The spreadsheet given in [1] will solve this. All that is
needed is to specify the loads and preloads on the required fields and modify them until
the contact forces are smaller than the rating capacity of the load cell but bigger than
zero. If they are smaller than zero it means the mobile module would try to detach, and
even though the toggle clamp would not let it, the measurements would no longer be
correct. However, in case the spreadsheet is not available, we suggest Table 3 for
applications with a higher torque than the one given in Table 2. Note Table 3 asks for
the highest force, which may or may not be the thrust. The author recommends using
this table for devices such us hydrofoils.
If the expected maximum thrust is between two of those given in Table 2 (or Table 3),
the load cells and preloads for the higher thrust must be used, since the values given in
the table already take the button cells up to 90% of their rating capacity.
High torque applications
Maximum
Preload perMaximum blades' Preload per Load cell Load cell
toggle clamp +force, (N) torque, capacity (Ib) capacity (N)(NWeight/3 (N)
80 35 300 100 445
200 100 750 250 1112
400 200 1500 500 2224
800 400 3000 1000 4448
1600 800 6000 2000 8896
Table 3. Possible preloads and load cells for not so common applications.
The kinematic coupling dynamometer is structurally designed to measure up to 2,500 N
thrust for common turbines or propellers. In these cases, the blades' torque is almost
always smaller than 350 N-m, as Table 2 implies. Nonetheless, as torque increases,
thrust that would cause failure decreases. Thereby, Table 3 maximum thrust is 1,600 N,
but the maximum blades' torque is now 800 N-m. Unless specific analysis is done, the
vector sum of Mx and My shall be lower than 1,000 N-m. Please, refer to point 2.7
whether you plan to use the dynamometer with preloads higher than 3,500 N or
whether you plan to use load cells with rating capacity higher than 2,500 N.
5.2 Weight information
The weights of different parts of the dynamometer and the calibration plates are given
in the table below. These data help during calibration and preloading processes, but also
help to debug errors or just as general information. Gravity has been considered as 9.8
N/m 2 .The error of the given values is ±0.2%.
Part Weight (N)
Mobile module with basic contact bars 135.8 N
Fixed module without load cells 205.1 N
Calibration plate with collar attached by six screws and nuts 68.19 N
Calibration cylinder 26.23 N
One open-eye wire eyebolt, 1/4" - 20 thread 0.178 N
One steel calibration disk 7.82 N
Table 4. Weight table.
6 Sources of error
Errors usually increase with the forces applied, and therefore it is important to keep
them as low as possible. A six-degrees of freedom dynamometer is based on small
couplings between the different degrees of freedom. Errors will always be present, and
the maximum applied load will introduce some noise. Only forces clearly above this
noise level will be readable. By keeping errors small enough, the difference in
magnitude between the largest and the smallest readable forces could be incredibly
high.
We divide the dynamometer error into six different sources. The button cells produce
one; another is due to the seal force; another one comes from the toggle clamp, and the
last four are due to the kinematic coupling. The errors related to the kinematic coupling
are, first, due to the contact points small displacements produced by the loads; second,
due to manufacturing and assembling processes; and last but not least, friction forces
between contact points. We will study all the error sources independently, neglecting
the interaction between them. In the following paragraphs all sources of error are
analyzed. We will show that the highest error comes from friction at the contact points,
or from friction effects on the cells reading. The second highest error comes from the
cells reading. The third error in magnitude is due to manufacturing and assembling
processes. Toggle clamps are responsible for the 4th biggest error, and the other two
errors are negligible.
6.1 Load cells
This error is due to the electrical configuration used when measuring forces. The error
considered here only includes the electrical error, but not that one due to the cells
deflection, which is covered in section 6.4.
Load cells do not have an exact linear relation between the applied force and the
measured voltage. For our load cells (Futek LLB400), nonlinearity is about 0.5% of the
rated output, hysteresis represents another 0.5%, and non-repeatability is 0.1% of the
rated output. We do not consider errors here due to the data acquisition system, since
this should be accurate enough if compared with the load cells error. Therefore, the
expected error in this case is 1.1%. However, the software written for the dynamometer
includes nonlinearities produced by each cell, since we know them from the
manufacturer calibration curves. Therefore, the expected error should only cover
hysteresis and non-repeatability, which together are about 0.6%.
We study the load cells error by including its effect in Equation 19. This equation stated
a relation between loads in the normal reference system and loads normal to the
contact points. We use a 6-component vector to represent the error, AFLCtS,,6xI. Each
component refers to each load button and its value is a random constant representing
the cells error multiplied by the cell normal force. So we are assuming the load cell error
is proportional to the applied load, which is a good approximation.








In Equation 20, the sub-index CC of Floa,,dCC6x I stands for the loads including the cells
error. By comparing Equations 19 and 20 we work out the final error magnitude.
A Iod,,,dCC.6x1 = A6x6 AFLc , r,ste.6x1 ( 23 )
This way, the relative error is:
AF A 6 AF
Ae = IlodCC6x - 6x6 LC.tsts6x1 ( 24)
F tcstsIx A x '(FLC RstsxI 
- FLC,preoads6 x I)
Note we are only considering the error produced by the loads, but not by the preloads.
This is because the preload error cancels itself. After preloading the machine, load cells
gave FLCprelod,,,, 6 ,x which includes some error. However, this error is also included when
measuring the loads, as Equation 15 suggests. Therefore, it is canceled when computing
the forces in Equation 19.
Since error is proportional to the applied load, a huge force may produce big errors on
smaller forces. We wanted to quantify the noise produced by a certain force, and
therefore we modified the spreadsheet given in [1]. We considered several cases, and
we applied different and random errors on each cell for each case. Furthermore, we ran
each case 100 times, so that we could work out the error root mean square. In the
spreadsheet, the used random value distribution is uniform. As we said before, the
expected error is 0.6%, and therefore the maximum error for the uniform distribution is
chosen somewhat higher, 0.73%.
We started studying a case with 1,500 N preload, 700 N thrust (Fy), 10.5 N-m for My and
294 N-m for Mx. We ran 100 cases with random errors, and checked the thrust and
torques relative error. The root mean squares of the relative errors for these cases and
the maximum relative errors are shown in Table 5.
Load cell error, case 1 (reference case)
Magnitude Value RMS of the relative errors (%) Maximum relative error (%)
Fy, thrust 700 N 0.36%
Mx 294 N-m 0.21%




Table 5. Load cell error for a case with 1,500 N preload, 700 N thrust (Fy), 10.5 N-m for My and 294 N*m
for Mx. Nominal error = 0.73%.
Table 5 shows that the smallest error is for Mx. This is the moment produced by the
thrust on the dynamometer. This proves that Mx is the dominant degree of freedom,
though we know it is due to the thrust. This also shows that the noise produced by Mx is
very small, since the error for My is 3.32%.10.5 N-m = 0.34 N.m, which is only 0.1% of
My. thereby, there is very small coupling between both degrees of freedom.
Once we know the noise produced by the dominant degree of freedom (0.1%), we know
what is the largest readable magnitude difference between two degrees of freedom. For
instance, if we want to keep the highest error below 10%, the maximum difference in
magnitude is 10/0.1=100, this is, 2 orders of magnitude. We next see several cases to
prove this. We always compare the different cases with that one shown in Table 5. Of
course, this is not 100% correct, since other degrees of freedom also affect each other
the bigger they get. In this case, Fy has a secondary influence on other measurements,
though we do not consider it for simplicity. And in these cases, My has a negligible
influence on other degrees of freedom, since it is too small compared to them.
First, let's consider a similar case than the one given in Table 5, but where the blades'
torque, My, is half of that one considered before. Hence, we expect My error to be twice
that in case 1. We ran 100 cases again and give the results in Table 6.
Load cell error, case 2 (different My)
Magnitude Value RMS of the relative errors (%) Maximum relative error (%)
Fy, thrust 700 N 0.37%
Mx 294 N-m 0.18%




Table 6. Load cell error for a case with 1,500 N preload, 700 N thrust (Fy), 5.25 N-m for My and 294 N-m
for Mx. Nominal error = 0.73%.
Second, we ran a case where all values are like in Table 5, but with Fy half of its value. If
it were a propeller or a turbine, Mx would be also half of the value given before.
However, we did not change Mx for this case, to study the effect of the second strongest
degree of freedom. 100 runs were performed, and the results, in Table 7, show that Fy
relative error increases by two but My relative error remains constant. This shows again
that in the water tunnel, Mx will usually be by far the dominant degree of freedom.
Load cell error, case 3 (different F,)
Magnitude Value RMS of the relative errors (%) Maximum relative error (%)
Fy, thrust 350 N 0.67% 1.69%
Mx 294 N-m 0.19% 0.50%
My, torque 10.5 N-m 3.12% 10.71%
Table 7. Load cell error for a case with 1,500 N preload, 350 N thrust (F,), 10.5 N-m for My and 294 N-m
for Mx. Nominal error = 0.73%.
Next, we ran a case where all parameters are as Table 5 shows, but with Fy and Mx half
of their value. 100 runs were performed. The results, in Table 7, prove that Fy and Mx
relative errors remain unchanged. This proves again that Mx is the dominant degree of
freedom, since its relative error is always constant. Fy relative error remains constant
because the ratio Fy/My is the same (both were divided by two). Finally, My relative error
is reduced to half of its value since its relation with Mx was increased by two.
Load cell error, case 4 (different Fy and Mx)
Magnitude Value RMS of the relative errors (%) Maximum relative error (%)
Fy, thrust 350 N 0.38% 0.92%
Mx 147 N-m 0.18% 0.45%
My, torque 10.5 N-m 1.57% 3.81%
Table 8. Load cell error for a case with 1,500 N preload, 350 N thrust (F,), 10.5 N-m for My and 147 N-m
for Mx. Nominal error = 0.73%.
Finally, it shall also be noted that this error is multiplicative, not cumulative. Futek can
improve the accuracy of the load cells if they are asked for it. This way, it is important to
study how the error being studied changes if the nominal error changes. We ran the
same case as the one shown in Table 5, but with a maximum nominal error of 0.37%
instead of the 0.73%. This error is half of the one used before. The results, given in Table
9, show that all errors are divided by two. This is because the constants given in
Equation 21 will be smaller.
Load cell error, case 5 (different nominal error)
Magnitude Value RMS of the relative errors (%) Maximum relative error (%)
Fy, thrust 700 N 0.19% 0.47%
Mx 294 N-m 0.09% 0.23%
My, torque 10.5 N-m 1.78% 4.65%
Table 9. Load cell error for a case with 1,500 N preload, 700 N thrust (Fy), 10.5 N*m for My and 294 N-m
for Mx. Nominal error = 0.37%.
6.2 Seal
The seal is a part of the first module, which is reused from the old dynamometer. The
seal surrounds the vertical bar that joins the tested device to the mobile module.
Usual practice with the old dynamometer says that as long as the cylindrical bar and the
seal are correctly aligned, no significant forces are expected. We performed some tests
on the old dynamometer and no appreciable force was detected from the seal.
Some quick computations show the kinematic coupling dynamometer is as stiff as the
old design, and thereby we expect the seal force to be negligible. Whenever the device
is tested in the water tunnel, if the current seal does not work, it will be easy to modify
its design, since we left a hole big enough in the fixed module.
6.3 Preloads
The toggle clamps are used to apply the preloads on the mobile module. They are
basically a beam that is very stiff under vertical forces, though much more compliant
than the kinematic coupling. A screw is used to apply this force, and because the screw
axis is vertical, preloads act downwards. Two types of error may come from the clamps.
First and most important is the error due to the non-constant preloads. The second is
due to the friction at the contact points. This section mainly covers the first of these two
errors. The second error, friction, can be divided in the two tangential and horizontal
directions of the contacts: along the clamp beam or perpendicular to this. The clamps
are very soft in the perpendicular direction, producing negligible forces, though they
may be stiffer in the beam-wise direction. Therefore, we replaced the force screw with
rolling cylinders that can roll along the beam.
The preloads aim is to be constant even when forces act on our device, though any
deviation from its initial value introduces an error on the measurements. A toggle clamp
acts like a spring, so as long as there is no relative displacement between the toggle
clamp and the place where the clamp applies the preload force, this force will not
change. However, loads on the tested device change the contact forces on the cells,
thereby modifying the relative displacement between the mobile and fixed modules. If
this displacement is small, the variation of the preloads and the error in the
measurements are also small. Fortunately, the kinematic coupling is much stiffer than
the clamps, and therefore this error is tiny. In our case, this error will be about 1%, as
we explain next.
We started measuring the stiffness of the toggle clamps. We joined a toggle clamp and a
dial indicator to a stiff structure, as Figure 48 illustrates. The toggle clamp was hanged
facing downwards in such a way that it was possible to hang weights on it. In these
tests, we hung the weights from a screw. This screw may move along the clamp beam,
so the farther it is from the beam fixed end, the more compliant. Hence, the stiffness
was measured by placing the screw at the same location that it will be on the
dynamometer. The displacements produced by different weights were measured using
the dial indicator, and they are represented on the dots of Figure 49. We hung up to
17.5 kg (170 N), just 11% of the force we are expecting to apply with the toggle clamp in
the first tests in the water tunnel (1,500 N), and 3% of the clamp nominal force.
Figure 48. Toggle clamps stiffness tests.
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Figure 49. Toggle clamp vertical displacement as a function of the applied vertical force. Lab tests
Toggle clamps may be basically modeled as beams, where deflection is directly
proportional to force if boundary conditions do not depend on the force. If the response
was linear, we might expect about 1.5 mm deflection for 1500 N. However, we will now
see that boundary conditions play a major role in the deflection of this beam, therefore
not being linear. Let's stop and look more carefully at a toggle clamp.
Our toggle clamps are basically modeled as a beam with one simply supported end, a
stopper that avoids rotation, and a punctual force also named preload force. A sketch
showing this appears in Figure 50. The stopper works by applying a horizontal force that
leads to a vertical force, Fstopper, since frictional and beam traction forces can be huge.
Regarding the horizontal force, we neglect forces acting on the span-wise direction of
the beam and we only consider the torque, Mstopper, this force produces. Both stopper
vertical force and torque increase with the preload force, and therefore the vertical
displacement at the stopper will also vary with preload. This way, linearity may not be
present any more, as we will demonstrate later.




Figure 50. Toggle Clamp modeled as a beam.
Vertical loads, shear forces and bending moments for linear beam theory are related in
the following manner:
T= -fpdx; M= fTdx (25)
o o0
T is the shear force, p the load per unit length, x the coordinate in the beam span-wise
direction and M the bending moment. Also in linear beam theory, the equation relating




where v" is the second derivative of the deflection, E is the modulus of elasticity and I is
the modulus of inertia about the cross sectional area horizontal axis. Herein we assume
the inertia is constant throughout the beam and equal to its value at the non-supported
end of the clamp.
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Equation 26 is a second order differential equation, which therefore requires two
boundary conditions to fully determine its solution. We know one of them, since the
deflection shall be null at the simply supported end, but unfortunately the other
boundary condition is not so clear because it requires a mathematical expression for the
stopper constraint. However, we may use one of the points of Figure 49 as a second
boundary condition, and see how the deflected beam looks like for a certain preload
force. For example, looking at Figure 49, the deflection is 0.14 mm for a 140 N preload
force. Equation 26 was solved for this case assuming Fstopper equals zero, and the
deflected shape is shown in Figure 51. This figure clearly proves that deflection due to
bending is very small, and therefore we can state that deflection will be basically due to
the stopper interaction. Actually, the deflection due to bending for a 140 N preload is
only 3% of the total deflection. Therefore, the response will depend much more on the
stopper dynamics than on beam bending.
Deflection (mm)
Beam deflection - -- Shear force(N)









Figure 51. Beam deflection for 140 N preload force.
With respect to highest preloads, the toggle clamps manufacturer gave us the deflection
at the end of the beam for the nominal capacity. When placing the screw at 13.0 mm
from the beam free end (biggest possible arm) and applying 800 Ib (3,600 N) preload,
we get 5/32" (4 mm) deflection at the beam free end. In the same way, when placing
the screw at 82.6 mm from the beam free end (smallest possible arm) and applying
1,700 Ib (7,500 N) preload, we also get 5/32" (4 mm) deflection at the beam free end.
These values can be seen as the second boundary condition we needed to model the
clamp for a high load. We modeled the clamp beam assuming first that Fstopper = 0 and
Mstopper Z 0 and later Mstopper = 0 and Fstopper a O. With these assumptions, we studied
both cases given by the manufacturer. Figure 52 illustrates these cases. Finally, weboth cases given by the manufacturer. Figure 52 illustrates these cases. Finally, we
I -.
interpolated them to obtain the deflection when placing the screw at 61.72 mm of the
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Figure 52. Beam deflections for manufacturer cases.
Finally, we matched the results shown in Figure 49 with that of the last paragraph, and
we obtained the curve shown in Figure 53. We used a polynomial curve of second order.
This curve has a great physical sense, even though its precision may not be high-quality
because we used just a few points. However, only the curve derivative matters to us,
because it governs the clamp stiffness, and the derivative has a better accuracy than the
curve itself. The curve represents the vertical deflection of a point at 61.72 mm of the
beam free end, which is where the screw force is in our design, when applying the
forces on this point. The curve proves that, as preload increases, the clamp becomes
stiffer, hence not having a linear response. This happens because the stopper force and
torque grow considerably. The empirical equation for this curve is:
Fpreload (N) = 743.15 - (D(mm))2 + 872 -D(mm)
D(mm) = -0.5866918 + 0.3442073 + Fpreload(N)43.15
where D is the deflection, in mm, of the toggle clamp in the Z-direction.
(27)
(28)
While using the dynamometer, the toggle clamps will apply a preload Fpreload and then
the cells output will be zeroed. Any motion in the Z-direction will produce a change of






AFprelod (N)= Fpreload.2 (N) - Fpreload .1(N)
= AFreloa,,,,d(N) = 743.15 [(D (mm))2 - (D (mm))2] + 872 (D2 (mm)- D (mm)) (29)
With D,(mm) = D,(mm) + AD(mm)
When AD(mm) is small, as it will happen in our case:
AFNreload (N) dFpreload(N) AD(mm) =P " dD(mm)
= AFpreload (N) [1486.3 - (D(mm)) + 872] -AD(mm)
Substituting Equation 28 into Equation 30, we get:
AFpreIoad(N) [J760,384.1 + 2,972.6 Fpreload(N)] AD(mm)
(30)
(31)
Equation 31 shows the change in the preloads as a function of the deflection from the
zeroed origin. The toggle clamp stiffness, KTC, is shown as a function of the preload
because it will make future computations easier.
Kc (N/mm) = j760,384.1 + 2,972.6- Fpreload (N) (32)
Toggle Clamp Force vs Displacement Curve
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Figure 53. Toggle clamp deflection vs. load.
The next step was to study the Z-displacements of the mobile module due to the
dynamics of the coupling. These displacements vary with the contact forces and depend
both on the deflection of the button cells and on the deflection due to Hertz contact
stresses. Table 10 gives again the same data as Table 2, but it also provides, for each set
of load cells and preloads, the maximum Z-displacement of those three points of the
mobile module contacting a toggle clamp. The maximum Z-deflection is computed by
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zeroing the deflections just after preloading the machine, and afterwards applying the
maximum possible force for each case, this is, the thrusts and torques that appear in
Table 10. Deflections are then computed at the three points of the mobile module that
contact each toggle clamp screw force. The maximum deflection of these three is the
one shown in the table, which includes the displacements due to Hertz deflections, cells
deflections and the sum of both.
Hertz contact theory states that deflection is proportional to the force raised to the
power of 2/3, as Equation 6 implies. This means that the kinematic coupling gets stiffer
as we raise the preloads. From this point of view, higher preloads are preferred; though
we are really limited by the cells nominal capacity and the contact stresses, as well as
settling problems. This way, the maximum deflection in the Z-direction due to contact
stresses depends on the preload and loads applied.
Each type of button cell has a certain deflection that is given by the manufacturer. The
deflection of each cell for a force equal to its rating capacity can be seen in Table 10.
Because deflection is all but directly proportional to force for these cells, we can easily
work out deflections due to a change in the contact force, and therefore calculate the Z-
displacements for each case.
Normal applications (most turbines and propellers)
Maximum MaximumPreload Z displa- Zdispla- Maximum
Maximum Maximum per Load Load cement Load cells cement total Z
torque, toggle cell cell (mm) nominal
u(N) My clamp + capacity capacity due to deflection to load cement
FIN) (N m) Weight/3 (Ib) (N) Hertz (mm) cells (mm)cells (mm)(N) contact deflection
stresses
125 20 300 100 445 0.0015 0.023 0.0060 0.0075
300 45 750 250 1112 0.0026 0.023 0.0058 0.0084
700 105 1500 500 2224 0.0052 0.020 0.0058 0.0110
1250 190 3000 1000 4448 0.0069 0.020 0.0051 0.0120
2500 350 6000 2000 8896 0.0110 0.036 0.0090 0.0200
Table 10. Maximum deflections for each set of cells, loads and preloads.
Table 10 provides evidence that displacements due to cells deflection are of the same
order of magnitude as deflection due to Hertz stresses. Relative deflection due to cells
becomes less important with the cells rating capacity. This happens because Hertz's
deflection increases quicker than load cells nominal deflection.
For the 700 N thrust, which is our case, the total deflection, AD, is 11 ptm. Since in this
case Fpreload equals 1,500 N, the stiffness is, according to Equation 32, 2,280 N/mm.
Equation 31 gives then AF1 ,,,c,,a = 25 N. The two other clamps will have smaller changes
in the preloads. Since these changes are mainly produced by Mx, the 25 N mainly
provide a torque opposed to Mx, even though it will introduce some error in My and Fz
too. The torque will be approximately AF,,,,, oi D~,,,,i, = 25 N-0.3 m = 7.5 Nm. Since 700
N thrust in the water tunnel will produce about 290 N-m Mx on the dynamometer, the
absorption due to the clamps is 2.5%. From now on, we will assume this value as the
toggle clamps absorption.
The last paragraph states that the motion of the mobile module produces a 2.5%
absorption in the preloads. The study of the way this error propagates through the force
computation process is crucial. It tells us the error obtained in the measurement of
forces due to a change of the preloads.
The toggle clamps in our design work like three stiff springs in the Z-direction. They
absorb approximately 2.5% of the forces applied in the Z-direction. This absorption may
be seen as three new forces in our system working in the Z-direction. Because a force in
the Z-direction can only produce an Fz, Mx or My, the toggle clamps absorption will
ideally only alter these three components. This means the toggle clamps error modifies
the propeller or turbine torque (My), and also Mx, but not the thrust (Fy). Mx absorption
would induce an error in the computation of the thrust application center. In the future,
it could be possible to considerably reduce this error by including in the developed
software, the coupling displacements and the clamps stiffness, and adding the
computed absorption to the measured forces. This will strongly help to reduce coupling
between different degrees of freedom.
6.4 Small motions of contact points after applying the loads
This error is produced by a change in matrix A6, x due to the loads application. Asx6
relates the coupling contact forces and the forces acting on the mobile module. The
matrix depends on the coordinates of the contact points and the cosine directors of
these points.
When forces act on the dynamometer, the mobile module moves a bit and its
displacement can be computed by the spreadsheet given in [1]. These displacements
mean that the coordinates of the contact points as well as the cosine directors of these
points change. Therefore, the matrix A6.6 in Equation 15, which relates the forces
expressed in our reference system with the contact forces given by the cells, also
changes. This matrix modification may be considered in the computation of the
measured forces, since a kinematic coupling allows a deterministic approach.
Nevertheless, if it is not taken into account, the matrix change will produce an error in
the measurement errors. As we explain next, this error turns out to be extremely small,
actually much smaller than other errors, and consequently there is no need to consider
it.
Just after applying the preloads, we have the following equality:
F A 6) T LcP ads,6x I or: F~1 (A 6 x6 )I, Fp(I)(oa(I%,6xl (33)
The sub-index P of ( ,6) in Equation 33 stands for the preloaded condition. Note that
this matrix is constructed including the displacement produced by the preloads. Once
this is ready, we may test whatever we are interested in. During the testing process,
assuming the applied forces are stationary, we have:
oMIdSSM 6x1 +F rloIoadA6 x1 = (AX6)7 tLcsts. x ; C.ts1x1 = ( x6 F ioassM .6x + re/o 4 )
The sub-index T of (Ax6) in Equation 34 refers to the testing condition. The sub-index
SM (small motions) of F,,Od,,SM.6x distinguishes the forces obtained by this procedure and
the one obtained in Equations 17 to 19, when no change in A 6 6x is considered.
F1,,adSM6x] is then obtained in the following manner:
F11) Ax 1116 FL - F
adS M L 6 C.tests6xl r lo 6x l
=FladsSM,6x = (A,66)T FLCrhstW. x - (A)p CpreIloads.6 x (35)
Comparing Equations 19 and 35, the relative error produced by using Equation 19
instead of Equation 35 is solved.
l= oadsSM ,x -Floads,6xAe = = -
IoadsSM ,6x
6 x)T FLC Jc£ 6x, - ( =6x 6 1, FLCIelads.6 x I
The displacements considered for the mobile module include both the deflection due to
Hertz stress theory and the deflection due to the cells.
We studied this error for a case with a 1,500 N preload, 700 N thrust (Fy), 10.5 N-m for
My and 294 N-m for Mx, and checked the thrust and torque relative error. The worst
relative error is given for Mx, where its value is 0.001%. Consequently, this error is
negligible.
6.5 Error due to manufacturing and assembling inaccuracies
This error is due to those inaccuracies in the matrix A6×6 that are induced by the
manufacturing and assembling processes. As we said before, the matrix A6x 6, which
relates the coupling contact forces and the forces acting on the mobile module, depends
on the coordinates of the contact points and the cosine directors of these points.
Tolerances of manufacturing are ± 0.1 mm in our case. Tolerances of the assembling
process are estimated in ± 0.5 mm. These errors slightly modify the dimensions of our
design, inducing a permanent error in matrix A6x6, now called A( ,i. The sub-index I
stands for "inaccuracies". Doing again the derivation shown in chapter 4 for the new
matrix, we obtain the following expression instead of Equation 19.
= (s/ 6 6) x6F)/LC.IOS6xI - (=6.6), -7 ( .6x1 = (=6x6)/ (1C.tLCC6xI - '~LCP/e)( I (A
By comparing Equations 19 and 37, we obtain the relative error produced by using
Equation 19 instead of Equation 26.
F -FAe - loadsl  a I loads6,l
loadsl .×.
[ X 6), -A 6 X6 ]( FLC.rtcsIx - FLCprloIA)s36x8
= e= (38)
(=6x6), ( C AesIF 6xI 6
The spreadsheet given in [1] was modified to include and compute this error. Random
displacements were given to each contact point in all directions. We consider two
different cases. The first case includes random displacements at each contact point,
imitating what manufacturing does. The second case gives the same random values to
each couple of contact points, as the assembly process suggests. However, the results
are the same for both hypotheses if the tolerances considered are the same.
We studied this error for a case with a 1,500 N preload, 700 N thrust (Fy), 10.5 N-m for
My and 294 N-m for Mx, and checked the thrust and torque relative error for 100
different cases with random assembling errors. The worst relative error is given for My,
where its value is 5% due to the 0.5 mm assembly tolerance and 1% due to the 0.1 mm
manufacture tolerance. The errors are 10 times smaller for the Mx measurements and
10-14 times smaller for the thrust measurements. Note we only modified the coordinates
of the contact points when computing this error, but not the angle normal to the
contact circles. Therefore, results may vary when including the angle variation. What to
include or not depends on how the device is built and assembled.
This error is proportional to the assembly and construction tolerance. An empirical
formula for the 700 N thrust case would be: My relative error (%) = 10 - tolerance (mm).
6.6 Frictionalforces between coupling contact points
6.6.1 General
Frictional forces oppose the motion direction. Since motion can be in any direction,
frictional forces mean uncertainty in the measurements. Keeping them as low as
possible is necessary to have a reliable dynamometer.
The basic configuration of the kinematic coupling dynamometer has hard steel bars
touching hard steel load cells. The friction coefficient of hard steel against hard steel is
about 0.78. Since the kinematic coupling dynamometer requires preloading, high forces
are applied in all load cells. For instance, a contact point may suffer 2,200 N normal
force when measuring 800 N thrust. These large contact forces lead to high frictional
forces, which might be very significant due to the high hard steel friction coefficient.
The maximum expected tangential displacement for a contact point is about 30 pm. This
value is computed with respect to the situation in which preloads have not been applied
yet, and therefore is the maximum possible. If frictional forces are big enough, the
contacting surfaces will locally deform until the required deflection is obtained.
Reference [3] defines the relative tangential displacement between two spheres in
contact for no-slip condition as a function of the tangential force.
F, 2- 11 2- ,12
' 8r G, G,'
G; and lj, are respectively the shear modulus and Poisson's coefficient of the material
used for the sphere i. In this case, the two structures are the load cells and the contact
bars. r is the radius of the contact circle, which has been referred to before as c or d in
Equation 2 (contact ellipse semi axis).
Gi (40)
2(1 + ,,)
The spreadsheet given in [1] can give us the displacements produced by certain load
condition. We express the tangential forces as a function of these displacements:
6, 8rF, 8r (41)
2 - 'load 
.
el  2 - 1.,ot( , ll,r
Gload cell G contact br
If the tangential force is smaller than the friction coefficient times the normal force, we
will know there is no slipping between the two structures. Slip helps relieve some of the
frictional forces. Unfortunately and as we explain later on, for the case of hard steel
against hard steel, the friction coefficient is so high that the friction relief is much
smaller than what we want.
After preloading the machine, we get the following equilibrium by including the friction
effect in Equation 14.
reloiads,6xl cFpreloading = 6x6 FLCplreload.6xJ or:
fiictionl. 6x 1
FLCpreloads,6x ,= AI - 1 6 * F 'eloads,.6x + F~,r.eloacding ( 42 )
fiction 6x 11
In the same way, Equation 15 says now:
Foads.6x1 +Fpeloads.6x, + Fs +F oadin =Ax FLceS t.6x1 or:
Jfiic tion '6xl 6 iction. x
FLCte.ts6xl = A6x6 - Foads.1 Fprelods, 6x Ftests F reloading ( 43 )
friction ,6xl friction. 6x]
Subtracting Equation 39 from Equation 40, we get:
Fl,,ads6x1 +Frest A 6X 6 (FLC test6x 1 FLCreoads6x ) (44)
fii'tion '6x 1
Equation 41 proves that only friction accumulated after the machine is preloaded
interferes with the measurements. Friction accumulated while preloading will not
introduce an error in the measurements, but it might give a bad sense of what the
contact normal forces are, increasing the risk of cell fracture or yield.
The way we proceed to estimate the frictional forces is shown next. Using the
spreadsheet, we start applying a force that is the sum of the preloads and frictional
forces produced when preloading. Since we don't know the frictional forces, we
estimate them. Then, the spreadsheet computes the displacements, which we use in
Equation 38 to obtain the tangential force if there is no slipping. We choose as the final
tangential force the minimum of the following two: the tangential force for the non-slip
case and the maximum frictional force, which is the normal force times the friction
coefficient. Once we know the tangential force, we check that it is close to the
estimated frictional force. If it is not, we select a new friction force and we iterate till the
estimated force and the computed one match.
We studied what happens for the already typical 700-N-thrust case. We assumed a very
simple case, in which there is no slipping at all for the stainless steel basic contact bars.
This is not true, since each cell may or may not slip depending on its preload. Hence, the
most loaded cells will probably not slip, but the less loaded will slide. Frictional forces
work in many directions in our case, and each cell may or may not slip depending on its
normal force. Our simple estimation predicted 60% absorption due to friction for Mx,
and even higher for Fy. In tests shown in Chapter 8, we checked how friction increased
as we increased the preload. For cases without preload we obtained 10% absorption,
and for the tests with preload absorption went up to 45%. Hence, increasing even more
the preload, absorption may become incredibly high.
The bigger the preloads are, higher the absorption due to friction. Surfaces like Teflon
help to considerably reduce friction, even though friction still increases with preload.
Elastic hinges do not react like this, since they deflect the same for a certain tangential
force, not depending on the normal force. This is very good, because it makes them
repeatable. Unfortunately, flexures only work in one direction, and in the other
direction some material, such as Teflon, would be required to reduce friction, with the
undesired friction increase with preload.
Friction absorption shall be kept as minimal as possible. It is not only because
absorption is not the most convenient effect, but mainly because it introduces
unexpected forces on the system that may introduce large errors in the smallest
degrees of freedom.
6.6.2 Vibrations and settling issues as friction consequences
This point mentions the most interesting discovery of this work. Kinematic couplings are
incredibly repeatable from the displacement point of view, but not so much regarding
forces. It is true that our load cells are not prepared to deal with tangential forces, but a
very small amount of tangential force does not seem enough to explain what the load
cells have read. Equation 41 shows how a very small displacement, on the order of
microns, is enough to produce high frictional forces. We wanted to quantify this
phenomenon, and therefore we defined the Settling error. When applying a centered
weight, each couple of contact points in each groove should measure the same normal
force in the ideal situation. Therefore, Settling error = (IF1-F2 1+|F3-F4 I+IF-F61)/Weight
(%), where F; is the normal force at cell i, shall equal zero. Unfortunately, this was almost
never smaller than 1%.
Whenever our device is preloaded, some vibrations at the beginning help the device to
settle down. However, when it gets close to its ideal point, as vibrations produce chaotic
displacements, it never finishes settling down. The coupling contact points oscillate
around the ideal arrangement, but it is not easy to eliminate the last amount of friction.
Even though a 1% settling error does not sound like something terrible, it introduces a
big restraint in our design. After recording the preload file, a relatively high vibration will
cause a new equilibrium position, close to the ideal one, but with a different friction
distribution. The difference between the old and new equilibriums induces errors in the
measurements that are proportional to the preloads and, if they are big enough, also to
the loads. Therefore, using huge preloads for small measurements is a bad idea if there
is a source of vibration close to the dynamometer that may alter the coupling
equilibrium.
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7 Electrical configuration and software
7.1 Electrical arrangement for the load buttons and DAQ system
Each load cell has a cable with four conductors. Two conductors carry the excitation, as
a voltage difference, and the other two carry the signal, also as a voltage difference. All
conductors are joined through a Wheatstone bridge inside the load cell.
The six used load cells are plugged into a data acquisition (DAQ) unit. The chosen unit is
LabJack U6-pro, a versatile device. A terminal board, unit CB37 from LabJack, is
connected to the U6, facilitating the button-cell cables plugging. Figure 54 shows the
DAQ system. The U6 unit is connected to the computer via a USB port.
Figure 54. DAQ acquisition system.
We connected two voltage references to the 5 V U6 excitation voltage. These references
provide 2.5 V excitation voltage. Cells positive excitation conductors are connected to
the voltage references, and cells negative excitation conductors are connected to the U6
ground. Excitation is relatively small for these cells, since they allow up to 20 V.
However, because the U6 voltage source uses the same ground as the load cells, the
system is very stable. LabJack unit receives the differential signal from the 6 load cells
and the signal from the two voltage references. This way, the software can compute the
voltage per excitation voltage for each measurement. We use two voltage references to
provide the needed current. Figure 55 displays the terminal board with the voltage
references connection.
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At the water tunnel, 30' cables are needed to travel from the tunnel to the DAQ station.
However, 4-conductor cables, as ours, are very sensitive to long lengths. Load cells
already come with 9' cables, and longer cables are not recommended. Fortunately, we
can solve this problem by placing the DAQ system at the top of the tunnel. A longer
cable will join the U6 unit with the computer, and since this cable carries a digital signal,
there is no such problem. Besides, we will only need one long USB cable, much cheaper
than six 4-conductor cables.
During the performed tests, relatively small loads were applied. Normal forces varied
from 1 to 3% of the load-buttons rating capacity. Since this is a very small amount, the
noise is relatively high. But even with this noise, the averaged measurements were
repeatable.
Figure 55. Positive excitation conductors connected to voltage references.
7.2 Software developed for the DAQ system
We wrote a MATLAB program to control the measuring process. In this section, we
comment different possible errors that may happen, as well as some code details. Two
different flags govern the main possibilities of the program: DynoStep and RecordFlag. A
third variable calledfract refers to the fraction of the data that will not be considered to
compute the forces. For instance, if fract = 0.25, only the last three quarters of the data
are really considered, giving this way some time to the DAQ system to get as stable as
possible.
7.2.1 Possible errors
The first time you execute the code after opening MATLAB, an error may happen once,
but afterwards, it works fine. The error says that one variable is not defined. This is not
true; so do not worry if it happens. The author's guess is that it is something related to
the drivers.
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The other possible error provides wrong data. It happens every other time if the system
is not warm enough, but afterwards it rarely happens. It is easily recognized when
preloading or taking the final measurements because the data are just very wrong.
When zeroing, it is also recognizable, since the zeroing voltages per excitation voltage
would be in the order of 10-3, though they shall be in the order of 10-4 or less.
7.2.2 DynoStep
DynoStep is the variable used to obtain the different data required to prepare and use
the dynamometer. There are four possible steps, even though under normal conditions
only three are required. At the beginning of the code, the user shall enter the name of
the performed tests. All files created will begin with this name and a different ending
depending on the step.
Step 0 zeroes the load cells, and happens when DynoStep equals zero. At this point, no
load must be on the load cells, not even the mobile module. The program acquires the
voltages, and writes a file with each cell average. The created text file ends with "_zero".
Step 1 happens when DynoStep equals one. It is optional, and its aim is to modify the
slope of the load cells calibration curve whether they need calibration. However, we
also included in the code the specific calibration the manufacturer gave us, which has 5
points per load cell. Therefore, they are well calibrated, and this step is therefore not
needed now. This step allows the user for a slope modification of the load cells
calibration curve. It creates a text file ending in "_slope".
During the zeroing and slope corrections steps, where DynoStep equals 0 and 1
respectively, two charts show up in the end. These charts plot the measured voltage for
the differential signals and for the voltage references as a function of time. Figure 56 is
one example for the zeroing process.
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Figure 56. Zeroing step output figure. It has so many data that it seems it has a lot of noise, but this is
not true, though the program plots in a way that seems so.
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Step 2 is the preloading procedure, and it occurs when DynoStep equals two. This step
measures the preloading forces and creates a file with both the contact forces and the
forces expressed in the used coordinate system. The text file ends in "_preload".
Step 3 allows the final measurements, and it happens when DynoStep equals three. This
final step outputs the contact forces and the forces in the used coordinate system. The
latter forces do not include the preloads. The file ends in "_daq".
When preloading and final measuring, where DynoStep equals 2 and 3 respectively, the
output figure shows four charts as time functions. These charts represent the measured
voltage, the excitation voltage, the contact forces and the forces on our normal
coordinate system. Note that Step 3 shows forces in the dynamometer coordinate
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Figure 57. Preloading step output figure.
Steps 2, 3 and 4 require the file created in Step 1, "zero" file; and Step 4
the file created in Step 3, "preload" file. Step-2 file is only required by step
user asks for it.
also requires
3 and 4 if the
7.2.3 RecordFlag
RecordFlag is the variable defining the two main DAQ operation modes. Both record the
data and create the record files. However, one mode is much faster than the other. Each
record method reads different zeros for the load cells, so you should not use a "zero"











If RecordFlag equals zero, the computer focuses on showing the forces at the same time
it takes them. This is valuable if we want to see the answer very fast. For instance, we
use this mode when we are preloading the machine and we want to get the preloads
close to the desired values. It requires significant computational effort because it
computes everything at the same time it gets data. Furthermore, it calls the DAQ system
every time it needs a measurement. Therefore, sampling rate is only about 2 or 3 Hz per
load button. This mode asks for eight channel readings: six differential inputs from the
load cells and two single measurements from the excitation references.
If RecordFlag equals one, the computer only focuses on taking data. Once it has
collected the data, it processes them. Therefore, this mode allows much higher sampling
frequency, up to 3 kHz per load cell. The computer calls the DAQ unit every certain time,
and it collects all the data acquired during this time. The DAQ unit manufacturer calls
this stream mode. It is better for the final records, even though it does not show any
graphic at the same time it records, only at the end. This mode asks for fourteen
channel readings: six are differential inputs from the load cells and two single
measurements from the excitation references. These two last measurements have
much more voltage than the differential readings. Hence, it is good to leave some time
after reading the excitation, to not pollute the differential readings. With this purpose,
the other six readings are used.
8 Tests
After the dynamometer was built, we carried out some tests to check the
dynamometer's performance. The performance mainly depends on the dynamometer
settlement ability, hysteresis, and force absorption. These three effects are related with
friction.
Note that the button cells we are using are not designed to work while tangential forces
act on them. Load cells might break or give incorrect data for high frictional forces,
though they might work fine. Therefore, there is uncertainty about which ratio of the
friction effects is due to pure friction and which is due to cells error due to friction-
based tangential forces. In any case, frictional forces are not convenient, and therefore
we just care about reducing them.
8.1 Characteristics
First of all, we shall mention that data given by the DAQ system are repetitive between
two consecutive measurements as long as nothing is touched. This is, if we do not lift
and drop any dynamometer groove, or if we do not vibrate the dynamometer, the
forces measurements in the used coordinate system only vary up to 0.2 N. This value is
very small if compared with the 2,220 N load cells rating capacity. If we touch
something, any big measurement modification is only a function of the new kinematic
coupling equilibrium.
8.1.1 Settlement ability and repeatability
First, let's clarify that we refer to two different concepts when saying settlement ability
and repeatability.
Repeatability is usually defined for a kinematic coupling as the ability to drop in the
same place. There is no doubt kinematic couplings are highly repeatable, in the order of
microns. However, just a few microns displacement is enough to induce some friction in
the coupling. In our case, this friction usually represents a small percentage of the
preload, about 1%, as we will explain later. If we are trying to measure 100 N in a non-
preloaded machine, friction effects are on the order of 1 N. However, if there is a 3,000
N preload, friction effects may be on the order of 30 N. These 30 N may alter the 100 N
measurement. This is, as preload increases, so does friction, and therefore a
displacement of some microns in a preloaded machine would mean huge friction
effects.
Since repeatability is used referring to displacements, we define settlement ability as
the coupling's ability to fit in place keeping frictional forces to a minimum. This
characteristic mainly depends on frictional forces. The smaller they are the better. Bad
settlement ability will be demonstrated if, under some known load, its measurement,
taken after dropping the mobile module, differs from the same measurement taken
after slightly lifting a groove and placing it again, or after inducing vibration on the
system. This quality turned out to be very important. Frictional forces are high between
hard steel, and they do not allow repeatable settlement. Teflon will show better
performance from this point of view. Settlement ability is due to friction, but we should
not confuse it with hysteresis or absorption phenomena, also due to friction.
Recognizing whether the mobile module has settled down appropriately is easy: after
placing the mobile module with the basic contact bars, the contact forces should be
31.938 N for cells 1 and 2, 32.121 N for cells 3 and 4, and 31.998 N for cells 5 and 6.
8.1.2 Hysteresis
Frictional forces may prove to be important if the force measured after removing all
weights except the mobile module is different than the force measured after relieving
friction.
Hysteresis may show up in two different ways. When applying a weight, frictional forces
will first oppose the weight, absorbing some quantity. After removing the weight, two
things may happen. First, the mobile module recovers its original position, though some
of the latter friction remains and therefore some upward force is measured. Second, the
dynamometer tries to recover its previous position, but friction is high and does not
allow this motion. In this case, we say the device self-locks: after removing the weight,
the dynamometer mobile module gets stuck. This creates frictional forces pointing
downwards that add a fictional weight. As explained in reference [8], this phenomenon
may disappear by reducing frictional forces or by using some elastic device, such as
flexures.
8.1.3 Absorption
We defined absorption as the force percentage missed in the measurements. As we
know, friction establishes forces that are not computed by load cells. Toggle clamp
preloads also absorb some Z-forces, about 2.5%.
Absorption is not easy to measure. Bad settlement may distort the measurements, and
the only way to avoid bad settlement is vibration, which also releases absorbed forces.
However, some performed tests give good estimations for absorption calculation, by
only inducing vibration at the very beginning of the tests.
8.2 First tests. Checking basic absorption and hysteresis
The first tests were performed with the idea of measuring a basic response and to check
that the dynamometer was working as expected. We did not use a preload, trying to
make everything as simple as possible. We used three different contact bars: the basic
contact bars with and without Teflon, and the basic contact bars with hourglass elastic
hinges.
Before checking the whole device, we placed three load cells in a horizontal plane. After
zeroing the load cells, we put a plate with weights above it. All together it weighed
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119.3 N and the cells measured 120.3 N. This proved both the cells and the DAQ system
work.
8.2.1 Procedure
The load cells were mounted in the dynamometer. We used a procedure that has been
followed several times during this investigation. It is based in the Z force (weight)
measurement for different loads. Table 11 shows this proceeding and the results for the
first case. It gives the applied weight (AW) and the measured one (MW), as well as the
MW -AWpercentage of measured weight AW 100) and absorbed weight
MW -AW
100- M AW 100 . Let's now describe this procedure:
1. We start measuring different loads for increasing weight. The first weight is the
mobile module. We put it above the fixed module, but we do not try to make it
settle down in the best way, we just let it rest. Afterwards, we apply another
weight, as Figure 58 illustrates, and then another one.
Figure 58. Weight measurement procedure.
2. After the last weight is applied (338.0 N), we remove everything except the
mobile module (135.8 N), and we measure the weight again. This value may or
may not correspond with the value obtained the first time we weighted the
module, since frictional forces or other issues may be affecting the
measurements.
3. We want to see if frictional forces are perturbing the measurements. We lift one
of the three contact bars of the dynamometer for one second and then we put it
down again, this way relieving some of the frictional forces. We measured again.
We did the same with another groove, releasing it from frictional forces; and we
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measured again. Finally, the last groove was relieved, and we measured one last
time.
8.2.2 Response for basic contact bars
We followed the procedure described in 8.2.1 while the mobile module had the basic
contact bars. The results are shown in Table 11 and described in the subsequent
paragraphs.
Settlement ability was not good for these measurements. As we show in the next round
of tests, Section 8.3, there was almost a 10% normal force difference between different
cells in the same groove. However, this test gives a good idea about what is going on.
The value obtained after relieving all grooves was very similar to the value from the first
mobile module measurement, but very different from the value measured after
withdrawing all weights except the mobile module, which measures hysteresis. Hence,
hysteresis is significant. After removing these weights, the dynamometer measured
147.4 N, a value 13% higher than the first mobile module measure. Also note that the
weight measured is higher than the applied one. We wondered whether this problem
was due to the DAQ process or to the frictional forces. Hence, before releasing the first
groove, we measured the weight again and obtained 147.0 N, which means the DAQ
was right. Hysteresis effects are hence not negligible, being 13% of the mobile module
weight. After removing the weights, the dynamometer measures a value higher than the
applied one because it self-locks.
Absorption is also high. 4% of the weight is absorbed for the mobile module, and about
9% for bigger loads.
Step Applied Measured Percentage of Absorbed
weight weight measured weight weight
1 (Place mobile module) 135.8 N 129.8 N 95.53 % 4.47 %
2 (Add weight) 253.5 N 231.1 N 91.12 % 8.88 %
3 (Add weight) 338.0 N 308.1 N 91.15 % 8.85 %
4 (Remove weight) 135.8 N 147.4 N 108.54 % -8.54 %
5 (Relieve 1st groove) 135.8 N 132.3 N 97.42 % 2.58 %
6 (Relieve 2 nd groove) 135.8 N 133.0 N 97.94 % 2.06 %
7 (Relieve 3 rd groove) 135.8 N 130.5 N 96.10 % 3.90 %
Table 11. First tests. Weight measurement with basic contact bars.
We may conclude this first test by stating that frictional forces are very important, and
they avoid repeatability. We may expect this effect to be much higher when huge
preloads act on the dynamometer.
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8.2.3 Response for Teflon surfaces
We performed some tests using Teflon to reduce frictional forces. Both load cells and
contact bars are made of stainless steel. The friction coefficient of stainless steel against
stainless steel is 0.78, which is a very high value. Frictional forces may be reduced if we
use materials with a small friction coefficient. A quick view to a friction coefficients
table, reference [9], show that polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE, also known as Teflon)
against stainless steel has a 0.04 friction coefficient. However, Teflon cannot be directly
used contacting the load cells because high contact stresses would damage it. Figure 59
displays the Teflon intermediate plates arrangement used for this test.
Figure 59. Intermediate plates between contact bars and load cells.
Once again, we performed the procedure explained in Point 8.2.1. The results are given
in Table 12 and commented in the next paragraphs. Note the weight of the mobile
module now includes the weight of the intermediate plates (1.44 N for all six).
Step Applied Measured Percentage of Absorbed
weight weight measured weight weight
1 (Place mobile module) 137.3 N 134.1 N 97.67 % 2.33 %
2 (Add weight) 254.9 N 250.2 N 98.17 % 1.83 %
3 (Add weight) 339.5 N 334.7 N 98.59 % 1.41%
4 (Remove weight) 137.3 N 137.2 N 99.94 % 0.06 %
5 (Relieve 1st groove) 137.3 N 136.7 N 99.54 % 0.46 %
6 (Relieve 2nd groove) 137.3 N 137.1 N 99.88 % 0.12 %
7 (Relieve 3 rd groove) 137.3 N 137.1 N 99.84 % 0.16 %
Table 12. First tests. Weight measurement using Teflon surfaces.
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The Teflon intermediate plates arrangement also shows bad settlement ability, as we
explain in the next section. The first mobile module weight measure differs 2% from the
measurement after relieving all grooves. This makes sense, because the intermediate
plates may freely move until they are grabbed between the load cell and the contact
bar, but then some force is required to make the Teflon side properly contact the bars.
Hysteresis is reduced considerably, and the device does not self-lock in this case. Once
the highest loads are removed, the measurements do not vary while relieving the
different grooves from frictional forces.
Absorption is also much smaller. We do not know what absorption percentage is due to
bad settlement and what is due to friction, but in any case the absorption is at least 6
times smaller than the case without Teflon.
8.2.4 Response for contact bars with hourglass flexures
We followed the procedure described in 8.2.1 while the mobile module had the basic
contact bars, as shown in Figure 60. The results are shown in Table 13 and described in
the subsequent paragraphs.
Figure 60. Hourglass flexures with shim joint to the V-plate.
Once again, settlement ability was not very good for these measurements. As we show
in the next round of tests, Section 8.3, there was almost a 10% normal force difference
between different cells in the same groove. However, this test also gives a good
estimation about what is going on.
The value obtained after relieving all grooves was very similar to the value from the first
mobile module measurement. It was similar to the value measured after withdrawing all
weights except the mobile module, which measures hysteresis. Hence, hysteresis is not
significant. As with the Teflon case, we do not have self-locking problems, since
measurements after releasing grooves were actually higher than those obtained after
removing weights.
Absorption is relatively small, only 5.7% for the maximum weight. This value is 3% less
than the absorption for the basic contact bars. Nevertheless, if we consider that elastic
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hinges are not working when placing the mobile module, absorption is about 10% for
the next applied weights. This is a good estimate of the elastic hinges absorption rate.
Step Applied Measured Percentage of Absorbed
weight weight measured weight weight
1 (Place mobile module) 131.7 N 130.8 N 99.4 % 0.6 %
2 (Add weight) 249.3 N 237.4 N 95.2 % 4.8 %
3 (Add weight) 333.8 N 314.7 N 94.3 % 5.7 %
4 (Remove weight) 131.7 N 131.9 N 100.2 % -0.2 %
5 (Relieve 1st groove) 131.7 N 130.2 N 98.9 % 1.1%
6 (Relieve 2 nd groove) 131.7 N 132.9 N 100.9 % -0.9 %
7 (Relieve 3 rd groove) 131.7 N 133.1 N 101.5 % -1.5 %
Table 13. First tests. Weight measurement with hourglass flexures.
We may conclude this first test by stating that frictional forces are not that important
for the elastic hinges, but they considerably reduce hysteresis.
8.2.5 Test conclusion
The dynamometer overall performance is correct. Friction problems are found for the
basic contact bars without Teflon. Both elastic hinges and Teflon arrangements
considerably improve the performance, though Teflon plates absorb less force for the
current weights.
8.3 Vibration tests
These tests measure the same weights used in Section 8.2, but this time vibrations were
sometimes induced on the fixed module before measuring. This way, accumulated
friction due to weight changes disappeared, and errors in the measurements were only
due to settlement ability.
These tests were carried out for the basic contact bars and the Teflon structures. It was
not performed using the flexure contact bars because vibrations release friction and
flexures do not work anymore, behaving like the simple contact bars. However, later
tests suggest that elastic hinges settle down worst than basic contact bars, since the
flexure allows more motion that does not help in the settling process. No preloads were
applied in these tests.
Whenever vibrations were required, they were induced in a uniform way, following a
defined path. They were applied by gently tapping three times each eyebolt. We
dropped a hammer from 5 cm height above each eyebolt. We first tapped the eyebolt
between grooves 1 and 2, then that one between grooves 1 and 3, and then that one
between grooves 2 and 3.
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Trying to improve the settlement ability, we glued the load cells to the grooves, fixing
them completely. However, apparently this did not improve the settlement, and
therefore glue can be safely removed and the mechanical constraint method we were
using (Point 2.3.3) may be used again. This mechanical joint is better because it works in
the same way than glue and it allows a faster change of load cells.
8.3.1 Procedure
Three different vibration tests were performed for each contact bar configuration.
Under each vibration mode, we measured three different weights: the same ones as
measured last section. Figure 61 displays the whole setup when the biggest weight was
applied.
Figure 61. Vibration tests when the highest weight is applied.
The first vibration tests are actually performed without vibrations. They are the same
tests given in Section 8.2. In this section we will give more information about these
tests.
Second, a previous vibration was induced over the entire fixed plate, and then we took
measurements. Since vibration was induced in a uniform way, we expected the
measurements to show better settlement than without it, even though these forces
depend on the followed vibration path.
Finally, small vibrations were induced at the same time measurements were taken.
Vibrations were provided in an organized way, both regarding time and place. We
followed the same vibration path as the previous-vibration tests, but in this case, many
cycles were done to this path. This way, we expected the errors to cancel and therefore
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measure the same data, as a good settlement configuration would have provided. We
also checked that taps did not alter the DAQ process.
8.3.2 Vibration for basic contact bars
Table 14 shows the contact forces for three different weights. Any Z-force centered
enough will require each pair of contact cells to measure the same. Therefore, it is easy
to check whether the settlement ability is good or not for each case. We just have to
look at whether each load cell couple measure about the same. Hence, we show in the
table an error defined as (IF1-F2 1+IF3-F4 1+IF5-F6 1)/Weight (%), where Fi is the normal
force at cell i. We call this error "settling error", and it shows in some way what
percentage of the weight has not settled down correctly.
Weight (N) 135.9 N 253.4 N 338.0 N
Vibration mode None Pre- Cont. None Pre- Cont. None Pre- Cont.
(none, pre- or vibra. vibra. vibra. vibra. vibra. vibra.
continuous vibration)
Groove Cell 1 (N) 32.4 31.9 30.7 55.5 5.0 56.8 71.1 77.2 75.9
1 Cell 2 (N) 27.5 31.8 31.2 59.3 56.9 56.7 81.3 77.4 76.3
Groove Cell 3 (N) 29.8 31.1 30.9 51.7 59.6 59.3 66.0 80.3 78.7
2 Cell 4 (N) 30.3 32.4 31.2 52.2 61.4 60.6 68.7 82.3 80.9
Groove Cell 5 (N) 29.7 31.5 31.5 54.5 58.9 59.1 76.9 79.0 79.4
3 Cell 6 (N) 33.9 31.7 30.4 53.7 60.5 58.7 71.8 80.1 77.9
Settling error =
(I F-F 2 1+IF3-F4 1+ F5- 7.2 1.1 1.3 2.0 1.8 0.7 5.3 1.0 1.0
F6 1 )/Weight (%)
Table 14. Basic contact bars vibration tests. Contact forces (N).
Table 14 proves that vibrations help a lot to reduce settlement problems.




Table 15 gives the forces in the common coordinate system. Since we know Fx and Fy
shall be zero, it also estimates the error induced by each weight by summing IFxI and
IFyl and dividing by the weight. Mz also gives another good estimation of the induced
error, because it should also be null. Mx and My are just given as information, because
we are not sure whether we were applying any of these while placing the weights.
However, we tried to add the weights very centered. Only when placing the mobile
module, we know Mx = 0.0258 N-m and My = -0.0227 N-m. In this case, as we said
before, the contact forces should be 31.938 N for cells 1 and 2, 32.121 N for cells 3 and
4, and 31.998 N for cells 5 and 6.
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Weight (N) 135.9 N 253.4 N 338.0 N
Vibration mode None Pre- Cont. None Pre- Cont. None Pre- Cont.
(none, pre-or vibra. vibra. vibra. vibra. vibra. vibra.
continuous vibration)
Fx (N) 5.2 0.5 -0.6 -2.8 2.0 0.4 -8.1 0.9 -0.3
F (N) 2.2 -0.7 -0.8 -0.8 -0.1 -1.1 -4.8 -0.6 -1.9
(IFxl+l Fy)/Weight(%) -5.5 -0.9 -1.1 -1.4 -0.8 -0.6 -3.8 -0.5 -0.6
Fz (N) -129.8 -134.7 -131.4 -231.1 -251.2 -248.2 -308.1 -336.8 -331.2
Fz absorbed (%) 4.5 0.9 3.3 8.8 0.9 2.1 8.8 0.4 2.0
Mx (N-m) 0.20 -0.04 0.00 -0.93 0.57 0.56 -1.14 0.67 0.62
My (N-m) 0.31 -0.02 -0.02 0.39 -0.15 -0.19 1.29 -0.32 -0.15
M, (N-m) 0.02 0.15 -0.03 0.37 0.23 0.09 0.82 0.36 0.04
Table 15. Basic contact bars vibration tests. Forces (N) in the dynamometer coordinate system.
Table 15 shows Fx and Fy induced errors decrease with vibrations, but there is no
appreciable difference between previous- or continuous-vibration modes. However, the
same table proves Mz decreases the more continuous the vibrations are. This makes us
feel that continuous vibrations are a good procedure.
Continuous vibration method usually measures 2% less weight than the applied one, but
previous vibration method is generally closer to the correct weight. This does not mean
the previous vibration mode is better, since any error described in Chapter 6 may cause
the difference. Actually, the next test, with Teflon plates, does not behave like that.
Therefore, we believe it is a friction-based error.
8.3.3 Vibration for Teflon intermediate plates
Table 16 shows the contact forces for three different weights when using the
intermediate Teflon plates. Again, any Z-force centered enough will require each pair of
contact cells to measure about the same. We compute the settling error to show the
weight percentage that has not settled down correctly.
Figure 62. Teflon plates resting on the aluminum stand before placing the mobile module.
Weight (N) 137.3 N 254.9 N 339.5 N
Vibration mode None Pre- Cont. None Pre- Cont. None Pre- Cont.
(none, pre- or vibra. vibra. vibra. vibra. vibra. vibra.
continuous vibration)
Groove Cell 1 (N) 34.1 31.4 32.8 63.6 57.9 58.0 84.2 77.0 77.4
1 Cell 2 (N) 29.3 32.2 31.7 58.2 57.4 57.1 78.2 76.5 76.3
Groove Cell 3 (N) 32.5 32.4 32.1 58.3 60.5 60.3 77.2 80.0 79.4
2 Cell 4 (N) 31.1 30.0 31.7 56.0 60.8 61.0 74.3 81.1 81.8
Groove Cell 5 (N) 28.7 31.2 31.1 55.3 59.4 59.0 75.3 79.6 80.1
3 Cell 6 (N) 33.8 32.6 32.8 62.6 60.2 59.9 84.0 80.7 79.7
Settling error =
(I F-F 2 1+IFF, 4 +IF5- 8.4 3.4 2.4 5.9 0.6 1.0 5.2 0.8 1.1
F6 I)/Weight (%)
Table 16. Teflon intermediate plates vibration tests. Contact forces (N).
As happened with the basic contact bars, Table 16 proves that vibrations also help to
significantly reduce settlement problems. The last row of Table 16 also demonstrates no
apparent difference between both vibration modes for the Teflon arrangement.
Table 17 gives the forces in the common coordinate system. As before, it also estimates
the error induced by the weight in Fx and Fy. M, is also a good estimation of the induced
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error, because it should be null. Mx and My are again just given as information. Note the
applied weights are somewhat higher than in Point 8.3.2, because now we include six
Teflon plates.
Weight (N) 137.3 N 254.9 N 339.5 N
Vibration mode None Pre- Cont. None Pre- Cont. None Pre- Cont.
(none, pre- or vibra. vibra. vibra. vibra. vibra. vibra.
continuous vibration)
F, (N) 4.7 -0.9 1.3 5.6 0.8 1.2 6.3 1.2 1.5
F (N) 4.0 2.3 1.3 5.9 0.4 0.1 7.1 0.0 -1.7
(IFxl+Fyl)/Weight(%) -6.4 -2.4 -1.8 -4.5 -0.4 -0.5 -4.0 -0.3 -0.9
Fz (N) -134.1 -134.2 -136.0 -250.2 -251.9 -251.2 -334.7 -335.9 -335.7
Fz absorbed (%) 2.36 2.25 0.95 1.83 1.17 1.45 1.41 1.07 1.13
Mx (N-m) 0.04 -0.06 -0.06 -0.61 0.54 0.51 -0.75 0.76 0.72
My (N-m) -0.11 0.12 0.00 0.33 -0.16 -0.22 0.72 -0.07 -0.13
M, (N-m) -0.12 -0.01 0.01 -0.04 0.06 0.07 -0.03 0.16 0.10
Table 17. Teflon intermediate plates vibration tests. Forces (N) in the dynamometer coordinate system.
In the same way as without Teflon plates, Table 17 shows Fx and Fy induced errors
decrease with vibrations, but there is no appreciable difference between previous- or
continuous-vibration modes. However, Mz is already too small for the Teflon previous-
vibration cases, and therefore, it is not clear whether it decreases the more continuous
the vibrations are.
8.3.4 Test conclusions
Comparing results for cases with and without Teflon, Teflon seems a much better
option, since all the errors are generally smaller. Furthermore, Teflon does not need
continuous vibration to minimize errors, since they are sufficiently reduced by pre-
vibrations.
Settling ability is relatively nice for both configurations: the defined settling error is
about 1% of the applied weight after vibration. This error is bigger for the smaller force
with Teflon plates, because the plates need some weight to respond suitably, since they
are floating between both structures. There is no doubt that the coupling is repeatable,
but unfortunately, we were expecting better settling ability. In spite of this, we do not
know whether this 1% settling error is caused only by friction or if a small tangential
friction-based force on a load cell may modify the output so significantly.
8.4 Preload effect tests
These tests intend to study absorption, hysteresis and settlement ability when high
preload forces act on our system. These concepts were already studied before without
preloads, showing acceptable absorption and relatively good repeatability. Current tests
have been studied for the basic contact bars, the Teflon surfaces with the basic contact
bars, and the elastic hinges.
In these tests, we followed a main procedure for many cases. Nevertheless, sometimes
we did not follow this procedure, as we will see. In this section, we also prove that high
vibrations applied to the mobile module after recording the preload may substantially
distort the measurements.
8.4.1 Procedure
The mobile module was preloaded using toggle clamps. We applied a total preload of
around 4,000 N. We did not want to introduce frictional errors from the toggle clamps,
and therefore we substituted the force screw arrangement by some rolling cylinders, as
illustrated in Figure 63. These cylinders did not facilitate the regulation of the preloads.
Thereby, we only cared about applying a force high enough at each clamp, but these
forces change from clamp to clamp and among the different contact bar arrangements.
Note that the mobile module weight is included in the preloads. Later on, we performed
one test twice; one for each toggle clamp configuration, and we saw there was no
difference when measuring weights.
Once preloaded, we introduced vibrations in the system. As it happened before,
depending on the vibration focus location, modifications were noticed on the contact
force readings. We followed the basic path mention in Section 8.3 several times until we
verified in the output screen that the contact forces were stable enough. In Section 8.3,
were there is no preload, the settling error is about 1% of the applied weight. Since the
applied force is now on the order of 4,000 N, 1% settling error means 40 N are wrongly
distributed on the different cells. However, without vibrations the settling error is much
higher. For higher preloads, the settling error will be about 4%, though it depends a lot
on how centered was the rolling cylinder, and therefore no big conclusions shall be
made. We give this value as a reference, but nothing else. At the end of this section, we
performed a test without initial vibrations, and verified they help the device to settle in
to place.
After providing vibrations, we added two small weights to the mobile module. These
loads were on the order of 100 N each. When measuring a 100 N weight on a 4,000 N
preload machine, the force shall be applied without inducing vibrations. If vibrations
occur, 40 N from the preloading settlement could be redistributed and the error in the
100 N measurement may increase considerably. This is why we generally did not apply
vibrations after placing the weights. An example of this vibration problem using Teflon
plates is also given in this section.
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Finally, after measuring the two new weights, we moved them away and measured
hysteresis produced in the preloaded mobile module.
8.4.2 Absorption and hysteresis for basic contact bars
The described basic procedure was carried out using the basic contact bars. The
preloads file is synthesized in Table 18 and the results are given in Table 19. The latter
table includes the weight absorption (1-Fz/Weight); and one way to show the error,
dividing by the weight the sum of Fx and Fy in absolute value, i.e., (I FI+I FI)/ Weight.
Mz is also a good estimation of the error, because it should be zero in these tests.
Forces and moments
Fpx (N) Fpy (N) Fpz (N) Mpx (N-m) Mpy (N-m) Mpz (N-m)
-3.4 -22.8 -4076.3 10.13 -24.15 -1.10
Contact forces:
F1 (N) F2 (N) F3 (N) F4 (N) F5 (N) F6 (N)
929.1 928.8 1035.6 1049.2 922.8 899.1
Settling error = (I F1-F2 +1 F3-F41 +1 F5-F6 1)/Weight (%) = 0.9 %
Table 18. Preload effect tests. Preload conditions for the basic contact bars arrangement, force screw is
not used. With pre-vibration.
Basic contact bar, absorption tests. Total preload = -4,076 N
Step & Weight Fx(N) F(N) (IFxI+I FI)/ Fz(N) Absorp. Mx MY Mz
Name (N) Weight (%) (%) (N.m) (N-m) (N-m)
1. Weight 1 117.5 3.2 -2.6 5.0 -68.9 41.4 -0.83 -0.14 -0.19
2. Weight 2 202.1 6.2 -6.0 6.0 -108.2 46.5 -0.68 -0.18 -0.23
3. Hysteresis 0 -1.0 3.2 - -9.9 - -1.27 -0.32 -0.12
Table 19. Preload effect tests. Absorption and hysteresis test for basic contact bars, force screw is not
used. With pre-vibration.
Table 19 proves that the basic contact bars bear high friction effects. Remember from
Section 6.3 that toggle clamps only absorb about 2.5% of the applied force. Hence, the
absorbed weight due to friction is very high, about 40%, as we predicted in Section 6.6.
The error induced in Fx, Fy or Mz, which should be zero, is also high, about 6%. Self-
locking effect is also shown in Table 19: Hysteresis shows up in the same direction as the
applied weight, and is 4.9% of the maximum applied weight in this test. As we will
prove, this issue disappears if flexures are present.
Figure 63. Toggle clamp preload applied with rolling cylinders for the basic contact bars arrangement.
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8.4.3 Absorption and hysteresis for Teflon intermediate plates, less
preload
The described procedure was followed again using Teflon plates between the basic
contact bars and the load buttons. The preloads file is synthesized in Table 22 and the
results are given in Table 23. Note that the preload is somewhat smaller than in Point
8.4.2.
Forces and moments
Fpx (N) Fpy (N) Fpz (N) Mpx (N-m) Mpy (N-m) Mpz (N-m)
-53.4 -27.9 -3319.3 1.30 -0.00 -1.40
Contact forces:
F1 (N) F2 (N) F3 (N) F4 (N) F5 (N) F6 (N)
755.3 801.2 787.8 781.0 810.6 758.2
Settling error = (I F1-F2 + F3-F4 + F5-F6 I)/Weight (%) = 3.2 %
Table 20. Preload effect tests. Preload conditions for the Teflon plates' arrangement. Less preload case,
force screw is not used. With pre-vibration.
Teflon intermediate plates, absorption tests. Total preload = -3,319 N
Step & Weight Fx(N) F(N) (IFxl+l Fl)/ Fz(N) Absorp. Mx My Mz
Name (N) Weight (%) (%) (N-m) (N-m) (N-m)
1. Weight 1 117.5 0.6 0.7 1.1 -110.9 5.64 0.04 -0.46 0.07
2. Weight 2 202.1 1.1 1.2 1.1 -190.9 5.52 -0.12 -0.62 0.27
3. Hysteresis 0 2.0 -0.8 - -1.1 - -0.02 -0.00 0.10
Table 21. Preload effect tests. Absorption and hysteresis test for Teflon plates. Less preload case, force
screw is not used. With pre-vibration.
Table 23 proves a much smaller friction effect than for the basic contact bars.
Remember from Section 6.3 that clamps absorb about 1% of the force. Hence, the
absorbed weight is about 3%, which it is now bearable. The error induced in F, Fy or Mz,
which should be zero, is not negligible (1.1%), but much smaller than for the basic
contact bars alone. Regarding hysteresis, it shows up in the same direction as the
applied weight. However, it is only 0.6% of the maximum applied weight, so perhaps
very small self-locking effects are present in this case.
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8.4.4 Absorption and hysteresis for Teflon intermediate plates, more
preload case
It is known that frictional forces increase with contact force, so Teflon plates will behave
this way. Point 8.2.3 showed that absorption for Teflon was about 1.5% when there is
no preload. Point 8.4.3 showed about 3% absorption for a 3,300 N preload. The current
point follows the described procedure using again Teflon plates but with a 4,000 N
preload. This way we can study absorption as a preload function. The preloads file is
synthesized in Table 22 and the results are given in Table 23.
Forces and moments
Fpx (N) Fpy (N) Fpz (N) Mpx (N-m) Mpy (N-m) Mpz (N-m)
-18.2 -40.3 -3980.7 6.37 -10.19 1.96
Contact forces:
F, (N) F2 (N) F3 (N) F4 (N) F5 (N) F6 (N)
906.6 929.9 960.8 991.2 938.2 902.9
Settling error = (I F-F21 +I F3-4 I+I F5-F6 1)/Weight (%) = 2.2 %
Table 22. Preload effect tests. Preload conditions for the Teflon plates' arrangement. More preload
case, force screw is not used. With pre-vibration.
Teflon intermediate plates, absorption tests. Total preload = -3,981 N
Step& Weight Fx(N) F,(N) (IFxl+l Fyl)/ Fz(N) Absorp. Mx MY Mz
Name (N) Weight (%) (%) (N-m) (N-m) (N-m)
1. Weight 1 117.5 6.1 1.7 6.7 -110.8 5.7 0.55 -0.42 0.05
2. Weight 2 202.1 9.1 2.8 5.9 -188.7 6.6 0.63 -0.72 -0.09
3. Hysteresis 0 10.0 1.4 - 1.2 - -0.11 -0.23 -0.16
Table 23. Preload effect tests. Absorption and hysteresis test for Teflon plates. More preload case, force
screw is not used. With pre-vibration.
Table 23 shows a small increase in the absorbed forces with respect to the Teflon case
for a smaller preload. Assuming clamps absorb 2.5% of the force, absorption is now
about 3.5%. The error induced in Fx, Fy or Mz, which should be zero, is six times the error
for the smaller preload case. This increase in error is definitely not due to the preload
increase, but rather to repeatability issues, as we will cover later. Regarding hysteresis,
self-locking is not at all present, and hysteresis is again 0.6% of the maximum applied
weight. However, we see that hysteresis for Fx is 10 N, 5% of the maximum applied
weight.
8.4.5 Absorption and hysteresis for hourglass elastic hinges
The described procedure was followed using three contact bars with the hourglass
elastic hinges defined in Point 3.2.1. The preload file is synthesized in Table 24, and the
results are given in Table 25. The preload is somewhat higher than in Points 8.4.4 and
8.4.2.
Forces and moments
Fpx (N) Fpy (N) Fpz (N) Mpx (N.m) Mpy (N.m) Mpz (N.m)
24.2 -137.6 -4235.3 -4.20 -34.06 -2.40
Contact forces:
F, (N) F2 (N) F3 (N) F4 (N) F5 (N) F6 (N)
1026.6 996.3 1026.3 1142.5 953.2 844.7
Settling error = (I F-F 2 I+F3-F41+ F5-F6 I)/Weight (%) = 6.0 %
Table 24. Preload effect tests. Preload conditions for hourglass elastic hinges, force screw is not used.
With pre-vibration.
Hourglass elastic hinges, absorption tests. Total preload = -4,235 N
Step & Weight Fx(N) Fy(N) (IFxl+l Fyl)/ Fz(N) Absorp. Mx My Mz
Name (N) Weight (%) (%) (N-m) (N-m) (N-m)
1. Weight 1 117.5 2.9 -1.9 4.1 -104.3 11.2 0.44 -0.03 -0.08
2. Weight 2 202.1 5.1 -3.3 4.2 -179.9 11.0 0.62 -0.25 -0.14
3. Hysteresis 0 0.6 -0.5 - 2.7 - -0.01 0.02 -0.02
Table 25. Preload effect tests. Absorption and hysteresis test for hourglass elastic hinges, force screw is
not used. With pre-vibration.
Table 25 proves a much smaller friction effect than for the basic contact bars. Assuming
preloads absorb 2.5% of the applied load, absorption due to friction is now 8.5%. This is
more than twice the absorption measured for Teflon surfaces. On the other hand, the
error induced in Fx, Fy or Mz, is about 4%, which is on the same order as both Teflon
cases. Hysteresis is now in the opposite direction than the applied weight, so we see
self-locking effects are no longer present. Hysteresis is only 1.3% of the maximum
applied weight, but best of all, it is not only low for F,, but for all forces and moments.
Teflon plates did not show such good overall hysteresis behavior.
8.4.6 Absorption and hysteresis for parallelogram flexures, I
We followed the procedure described in Point 8.4.1 once more. This time, we used one
contact bar with the parallelogram-type flexure defined in Point 3.2.2, and two contact
bars with hourglass hinges. The parallelogram flexure is displayed in Figure 64, and the
three contact bars are plot in Figure 65. The plan was to determine the parallelogram
flexure performance. We only built one of these flexures, which is enough to check the
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basic response, since we will compare results with the three hourglass flexures case. The
preload file is synthesized in Table 26, and the results are given in Table 27. The preload
is almost equal to that in Point 8.4.5, which allows us to compare both cases very well.
Figure 64. Parallelogram flexure with shim attached to the mobile module.
Forces and moments
Fpx (N) Fpy (N) Fpz (N) Mpx (N-m) Mpy (N-m) Mpz (N-m)
25.4 N -66.9 -4,062.2 35.79 -33.45 -1.41
Contact forces:
F1 (N) F2 (N) F3 (N) F4 (N) F5 (N) F6 (N)
859.2 830.8 1073.7 1135.8 946.2 899.15
Settling error= (IF-F21 +1F3-F4 +1 F5-F6 I)/Weight (%) = 3.4 %
Table 26. Preload effect tests. Preload conditions for parallelogram flexure, force screw is not used.
With pre-vibration.
Parallelogram flexure, absorption tests. Total preload = - 4,062 N
Step & Weight Fx(N) Fy(N) (IFxI+I Fyl)/ Fz(N) Absorp. Mx My Mz
Name (N) Weight (%) (%) (N-m) (N-m) (N-m)
1. Weight 1 117.5 2.5 -2.7 4.4 -104.5 11.1 0.59 0.01 -0.11
2. Weight 2 202.1 4.4 -5.0 4.6 -177.7 12.1 0.67 -0.17 -0.18
3. Hysteresis 0 -0.4 -1.6 - 5.1 - -0.04 0.10 -0.01
Table 27. Preload effect tests. Absorption and hysteresis test for parallelogram flexure, force screw is
not used. With pre-vibration.
Table 27 suggests that our designed parallelogram flexure is a bit worse than the
hourglass flexures. However, in the next point, Point 8.4.7, we run this test again and
show that there is no clear difference about which flexure works better.
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8.4.7 Absorption and hysteresis for parallelogram flexures, II
We would like to know how accurate are the outcomes given until now, so that we can
check how reliable they are. In this point, we performed again the case given in Point
8.4.6, because it was not clear whether the parallelogram-flexure design was worse than
the elastic hinge design, since differences were not that large. Testing it again would say
if these tests could help for such comparison. The preload file is synthesized in Table 28,
and the results are given in Table 29. The preload is almost equal to that in Point 8.4.6,
which allows us to compare both cases very well.
Forces and moments
Fpx (N) Fpy (N) Fpz (N) Mpx (N.m) Mpy (N.m) Mp, (N.m)
16.8 -60.8 -4,056.4 36.07 -33.07 -1.55
Contact forces:
F1 (N) F2 (N) F3 (N) F4 (N) F5 (N) F6 (N)
853.1 832.4 1,077.5 1,130.2 945.0 898.3
Settling error = (I Fl-F2 +I F3-F4I+I F5-F6 1)/Weight (%) = 3.0 %
Table 28. Preload effect tests. Preload conditions for parallelogram flexure II, force screw is not used.
With pre-vibration.
Parallelogram flexure, absorption tests. Total preload = - 4,056 N
Step & Weight F,(N) Fy(N) (IFxl+I Fyl)/ Fz(N) Absorp. M, My MZ
Name (N) Weight (%) (%) (N-m) (N-m) (N-m)
1. Weight 1 117.5 2.7 -2.26 4.2 -106.2 9.62 0.50 -0.04 0.11
2. Weight 2 202.1 4.7 -3.64 4.1 -181.1 10.4 0.37 -0.03 -0.15
3. Hysteresis 0 -0.1 -0.7 - 1.60 - 0.07 0.07 -0.03
Table 29. Preload effect tests. Absorption and hysteresis test for parallelogram flexure II, force screw is
not used. With pre-vibration.
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Figure 65. Parallelogram-type flexure combined with hourglass-type flexures.
Results given by Table 29 are very similar to those given in Table 25 for the hourglass
flexures. Hysteresis is again in the opposite direction than the applied weight, being
0.8% of the maximum applied weight. Therefore, we cannot say which flexure is better,
since both work in a similar manner.
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8.4.8 Settling ability for Teflon intermediate plates. Post-vibrations
This point tries to highlight how vibrations may highly modify the results of a preloaded
machine. We illustrate this for the Teflon case, since it works much better than the basic
contact bars alone and because we have been studying its vibrations in Section 8.3. So,
we proceeded as explained in Point 8.4.1, but after placing the second weight, we tried
to eliminate friction by vibrating the mobile module. We first followed the basic
vibration path followed in previous tests. Then, we performed this vibration path and
measured again. The outcome after vibrating is shown in Table 31.
Forces and moments
Fpx (N) Fpy (N) Fpz (N) Mpx (N-m) Mpy (N-m) Mpz (N-m)
-50.2 -67.0 -3516.8 6.34 3.26 -1.34
Contact forces:
F1 (N) F2 (N) F3 (N) F4 (N) F5 (N) F6 (N)
787.5 830.5 816.6 843.4 889.0 806.5
Settling error = (I F-F2 +I F3-F4 +I F5-F6 )/Weight (%) = 4.3 %
Table 30. Preload effect tests. Preload conditions for vibration tests with Teflon, force screw is not used.
With pre-vibration.
Teflon plates, absorption tests. Total preload = - 3,517 N
Step & Weight Fx(N) F,(N) (IFxl+I FyI)/ Fz(N) Absorp. Mx My Mz
Name (N) Weight (%) (%) (N-m) (N-m) (N-m)
1. Weight 1 117.5 2.6 0.4 2.6 -109.3 7.0 0.57 -0.29 0.17
2. Weight 2 202.1 3.4 1.2 2.3 -188.9 6.5 0.70 -0.36 0.25
3. Vibration 202.1 -2.7 4.2 3.4 -182.7 9.6 0.87 -0.71 0.84
4. Vibration 202.1 -3.3 6.3 4.7 -171.0 15.4 0.97 -0.49 0.87
Table 31. Preload effect tests. Vibration test for Teflon plates, force screw is not used. With pre-
vibration.
In this case, we had a bit more preload than with the first preloaded Teflon case. We see
that the results get worse after vibrations. In fact, we think there were some issues with
the way we were applying the preloads in this particular test (and that is why Fz
increases), but similar results were obtained without this problem. The problem comes
from the redistribution of forces due to the new settling equilibrium induced by the
post-vibrations. One way of avoiding this problem is having the smallest possible
preloads for each case, though this makes the design not as robust as we would like it.
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8.4.9 Force screw check
We would like to study if the force screw included in each toggle clamp provides any
problem when applying preloads with it. We performed again the case given in Point
8.4.6 using these screws, as seen in Figure 66. The preload file is synthesized in Table 32,
and the results are given in Table 33. The preload is similar to that in Point 8.4.6,
allowing us to compare both cases well.
Forces and moments
Fpx (N) Fpy (N) Fpz (N) Mpx (N-m) Mpy (N-m) Mpz (N-m)
-58.2 -104.6 -3826.4 16.67 -28.20 -3.94
Contact forces:
F1 (N) F2 (N) F3 (N) F4 (N) F5 (N) F6 (N)
828.2 870.3 982.2 1027.7 913.8 788.6
Settling error = (I F-F 2 1 +1F3-F4+1 F5-F6 j)/Weight (%) = 5.6 %
Table 32. Preload effect tests. Preload conditions for parallelogram flexure, force screw is used.
Parallelogram flexure, absorption tests. Total preload = - 3,826 N
Step & Weight Fx(N) Fy(N) (IFxl+l Fyl)/ Fz(N) Absorp. Mx My M,
Name (N) Weight (%) (%) (N.m) (N-m) (N-m)
1. Weight 1 117.5 2.9 -1.9 4.1 -104.3 11.2 0.43 -0.03 -0.08
2. Weight 2 202.1 5.1 -3.3 4.2 -179.9 11.0 0.62 -0.25 -0.14
3. Hysteresis 0 0.6 -0.5 - 2.718 - -0.01 0.02 -0.02
Table 33. Preload effect tests. Absorption and hysteresis test for parallelogram flexure, force screw is
used. With pre-vibration.
Figure 66. Toggle clamp with force screw and parallelogram-type contact bars.
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Results given in Table 33 are very similar to those given in Table 27 for the parallelogram
flexures. Hysteresis is again in the opposite direction than the applied weight, and is
1.3% of the maximum applied weight. Force screws definitely work for simple Z-forces.
8.4.10 Flexures tests without pre-vibration
We would appreciate not to rely on vibrations to settle down the dynamometer after
preloading it. Therefore, we performed the same case as in Point 8.4.9, the
parallelogram flexure configuration with force screws at the toggle clamps, but this time
without the pre-vibrations applied before recording the preload file. The preload file is
synthesized in Table 34, and the results are given in Table 35. The preload is similar to
that in Point 8.4.9, which lets us compare both cases.
Forces and moments
Fpx (N) Fpy (N) Fp (N) Mpx (N-m) Mpy (N-m) Mpz (N-m)
120.9 -252.9 -3707.5 27.20 -9.19 -29.34
Contact forces:
F1 (N) F2 (N) F3 (N) F4 (N) F5 (N) F6 (N)
891.5 685.3 856.0 1027.3 1012.5 770.7
Settling error = (IFl-F 21 +1F3-F4 1 +1F5-F6 )/Weight(%) = 16.7 %
Table 34. Preload effect tests. Preload conditions for parallelogram flexure, force screw is used. No pre-
vibration
Parallelogram flexure, absorption tests. Total preload = - 3,708 N
Step & Weight F,(N) F(N) (IFxl+l Fyl)/ Fz(N) Absorp. Mx My Mz
Name (N) Weight (%) (%) (N.m) (N-m) (N-m)
1. Weight 1 117.5 2.4 5.9 7.0 -98.5 16.2 -0.12 -0.39 0.52
2. Weight 2 202.1 2.8 7.1 4.9 -173.7 14.1 -0.45 -0.78 0.74
3. Hysteresis 0 -1.0 7.6 - 9.0 - -0.85 -0.13 0.95
Table 35. Preload effect tests. Absorption and hysteresis test for parallelogram flexure, force screw is
used. No pre-vibration.
Results given in Table 35 are much worse than those shown in Table 33. This shows a
huge dependence on the way the structure settles. It is clear that a good vibration
procedure is required for the highest quality measurements.
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Teflon tests without pre-vibration
The same test explained in 8.4.1 was carried out for the Teflon intermediate plates, this
time without pre-vibration. The preload file is synthesized in Table 36, and the results
are given in Table 37. The preload is similar to that in Point 8.4.4, high preload Teflon
case, which let us compare both cases.
Forces and moments
Fpx (N) Fpy (N) Fpz (N) Mpx (N-m) Mpy (N-m) Mpz (N-m)
51.5 -58.7 -4082.6 42.43 18.08 -7.86
Contact forces:
F1 (N) F2 (N) F3 (N) F4 (N) F5 (N) F6 (N)
865.6 792.3 956.0 1003.5 1102.3 1054.0
Settling error = (I F1-F2 I + F3-F4 I +1 Fs-F 6 1)/Weight (%) = 4.1 %
Table 36. Preload effect tests. Preload conditions for Teflon case. Force screw is not used. No pre-
vibration.
Teflon plates, absorption tests. Total preload = - 3,708 N
Step& Weight Fx(N) Fy(N) (IFxl+l Fl)/ Fz(N) Absorp. Mx My Mz
Name (N) Weight (%) (%) (N.m) (N-m) (N-m)
1. Weight 1 117.5 -5.2 0.4 4.8 -105.7 10.0 0.02 -0.51 -0.05
2. Weight 2 202.1 -8.0 0.5 4.2 -180.7 10.6 -0.42 -0.80 -0.16
3. Hysteresis 0 -7.9 -1.1 - 11.8 - 0.23 -0.36 -0.38
Table 37. Preload effect tests. Absorption and hysteresis test for Teflon plates' case, force screw is not
used. No pre-vibration.
Results given in Table 37 are worse than those in Table 23, since uncertainty increases
due to the instability of the coupling. In this case, absorption and hysteresis are much
worse for the case without pre-vibration, even though Fx and Fy errors are a bit smaller.
This shows a huge dependence on the way the structure settles down. A good vibration






Teflon and flexures are the best possible solutions. Teflon absorbs all but nothing for the
preload-absent cases, and 3.5% for the 4,000 N preload cases. Flexures absorb about
8.5% of the applied weight for all preload conditions. Hence, Teflon plates absorb twice
or less than our flexures for the considered preload range. However, flexures are more
repeatable than Teflon plates. For these preloads, both Teflon and flexures settle down
in a similar way.
Basic contact bars should not be used alone. They absorb big amounts of force, about
40% or more for the highest preload considered, also having big hysteresis problems.
Both tested flexures work fine: there is no substantial difference between the
parallelogram flexure and the hourglass hinge.
Preloads introduce uncertainty in the measurements if the difference between preloads
and loads is high. There are three possible ways to reduce the error.
1. Preloads shall be as small as possible for best performance, even though this is
not good from the user point of view.
2. Organized vibrations help to settle down the device before using it to measure.
However, they may strongly modify the measurements if applied after recording
the preload file.
3. A design change could drastically solve this problem. This problem is caused by
friction between the coupling mates, and therefore any solution that keeps
friction incredibly small would permit high preloads, not worrying about the
error they produce. We face up to this idea in Point 8.6, where we use grease
between the Teflon-stainless steel contacts to decrease even more the friction
coefficient.
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8.5 Accuracy tests. Propeller simulation
We designed a simple structure that was used to apply different forces and moments.
This structure was called the Calibration Structure and it is shown in Figure 67, on the
left by itself and on the right fixed to the dynamometer. We used it to test the two best
options we had tested in the previous tests: Teflon intermediate plates and flexures. We
were concerned about the elastic hinges performance, because, as we illustrated in
Figure 39, they only work in one direction.
Figure 67. Accuracy tests. Left figure shows the calibration structure we designed. Right figure
illustrates this structure joined to the dynamometer.
8.5.1 Procedure
We started the tests by applying the preload. We were going to measure relatively small
thrust, about 100 N, so we applied a small preload to alter the measurements the least
amount possible. However, we chose a preload high enough so that we did not worry
about the modules getting apart. 200 N per clamp should work fine, so we decided to
apply about 300 N per clamp. After preloading, we vibrated the structure for 5 minutes,
until the settlement seemed stable enough. We used the same vibration path as always.
We are mainly worried about measuring Fy and My, since these are the thrust and
torque of any turbine or propeller. We applied 87.4 N force, and 1.694 N-m moment in
the Y-direction. Fy was applied by hanging some weights from a rope. This rope was
joined to the calibration plate centered hook via a pulley. My was applied by hanging
200 g from one outer hook of the calibration structure before preloading. The machine
was then preloaded, and the weight was moved a certain distance, creating a pure Y-
moment with respect to the preloaded condition. If this weight is P kg, because the
distance between the two outer hooks is 864.4 mm, then My = P-0.8644-9.80 N-m. If we
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wanted the preloaded condition to be as symmetrical as possible, we could hang two
equal weights from the outer hooks and, after preloading the machine, move one where
the other one was. The setup for this test is shown in Figure 68.
Figure 68. Thrust and torque test for the Teflon intermediate plates case.
For all these tests, the toggle clamps applied the preloads via rolling cylinders, so that




8.5.2 Response for Teflon intermediate plates
We performed the corresponding test using Teflon intermediate plates between the
button cells and the basic contact bars. The preloading condition is summarized in Table
38, and the results are given in Table 39. No hysteresis is studied now, since it will be
covered for the final greased Teflon plates in Section 8.6.
Forces and moments
Fpx (N) Fpy (N) Fpz (N) Mpx (N-m) Mpy (N-m) Mpz (N-m)
-8.6 -17.0 -993.6 -7.16 -3.02 -0.05
Contact forces:
F1 (N) F2 (N) F3 (N) F4 (N) F5 (N) F6 (N)
252.7 260.7 226.3 236.0 223.7 205.7
Settling error = (IF1-F21+IF3-F4 1 F5-F6 1)/Weight (%) = 3.6 %
Table 38. Propeller simulation. Preload conditions for Teflon case. Force screw is not used. With pre-
vibration.
Teflon case, propeller simulation tests. Total preload = -994 N
Fx (N) F (N) Fz (N) Mx (N-m) My (N-m) Mz (N-m)
Applied 0.0 -87.4 0.0 -21.41 0.0 0.0
StepStep Measured -4.0 -68.8 0.7 -18.91 0.37 0.201
Absorption (%) - 21.3 11.7 -
Applied 0.0 -87.4 0.0 -21.41 1.69 0.0
StepStep Measured -3.1 -67.2 1.9 -18.7 1.94 0.162
Absorption (%) - 23.1 12.7 - -
Table 39. Preload effect tests. Absorption and hysteresis test for Teflon plates' case, force screw is not
used. With pre-vibration.
The results for the Teflon plates are fine, as long as it is repeatable. We assume clamps
absorb 2.5% of the forces in the Z-direction, even though it might be a bit less, since the
preload is small and we are in the most compliant part of the preload curve. Absorption
due to Teflon is thus about 10% for Mx and My. Fy absorption is 21%.
We do not expect the toggle clamps to be exerting any friction force, since we were
using a rolling cylinder, and clamps are very soft in the other horizontal direction.
However, just in case, we tried several cases where we changed the clamps
arrangement. We tried using Teflon stuck to a steel sheet that contacted the rolling
cylinder on the steel side and it slid along another steel plate on its Teflon side. There
was no improvement, not even with a grease layer in the Teflon. This makes clear that
friction from the clamps is negligible.
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8.5.3 Response for hourglass elastic hinges
We performed the corresponding test using contact bars with hourglass elastic hinges.
These flexures were working well in the last tests, where only a Z-force was acting on
our device. In those cases, the flexures were working in their compliant direction. Now,
however, they will have to work in both directions. The preloading condition is
summarized in Table 40, and the results are given in Table 41. The results are given in a
three step process: we first provide the response after applying the thrust, then after
applying thrust and torque simultaneously, and finally we show the response after
removing this force and moment.
Forces and moments
Fpx (N) Fpy (N) Fpz (N) Mpx (N-m) Mpy (N-m) Mpz (N-m)
-43.8 -20.5 -836.8 -1.36 0.28 -1.93
Contact forces:
F, (N) F2 (N) F3 (N) F4 (N) F5 (N) F6 (N)
183.9 219.1 199.3 189.4 217.5 174.1
Settling error = (I F1-F2 +I F3-F41 +I F5-F6 )/Weight (%) = 10.6 %
Table 40. Propeller simulation. Preload conditions for hourglass elastic hinges. Force screw is not used.
With pre-vibration.
Hourglass flexure, propeller simulation tests. Total preload = -837 N
Fx (N) Fy (N) Fz (N) Mx (N-m) My (N-m) Mz ,(N-m)
Applied 0.0 -87.4 0.0 -21.41 0.0 0.0
Step Measured 2.6 -36.0 3.4 -17.7 -1.16 0.44
1
Absorption (%) 58.8 - 17.3 -
Applied 0.0 -87.4 0.0 -21.41 1.69 0.0
Step Measured 1.7 -36.2 3.2 -17.7 0.30 0.46
2
Absorption (%) - 58.6 - 17.3 -
Step Ideal 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
3 Measures 0.3 -0.9 0.4 -0.02 -0.02 0.04
Table 41. Preload effect tests. Absorption and hysteresis test for hourglass elastic hinges, force screw is




Figure 69. Thrust and torque test for the hourglass type-flexures.
The results for the hourglass elastic hinges are bad. We can see that absorption is higher
for the direction where flexures do not work that well, i.e., 59% in the Y-direction; and
smaller for those directions where they work more, i.e., 17% for Mx. Additionally, the
error induced in other degrees of freedom is relatively high. So high, that it completely
distorts My. By subtracting Step 1 to Step 2, we see the applied My produces 1.46 N-m,
which means 13.6% absorption, close to Mx absorption.
8.5.4 Test conclusion
Teflon is much better option than elastic hinges. It is cheaper, and it works much better
when horizontal forces act on the coupling, even though elastic hinges are repeatable.
Flexures do not work well at all in the hinge-wise direction. They are actually very similar
to the basic contact bars. Perhaps, combining Teflon and elastic hinges may give the
best results.
The dynamometer shows worse behavior in the thrust direction (Y-direction), with more
absorption than in the vertical direction. This behavior is for both contact bars studied.
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8.6 Repeatability tests
Kinematic couplings are well known for their great repeatability. We performed one last
set of tests using the best option found until now, the Teflon plates. We added some
grease to the Teflon hoping it will reduce the friction coefficient a bit more. In each set,
we first applied a preload. Then, we applied and removed ten times a certain load. The
loads applied are a thrust, which produces Mx and Fy; a pure My torque; and a pure Fz
force.
The process was as follows: we mounted the whole setup, and vibrated the structure
with the known procedure until it was steady. Then we applied the load, measured,
removed the force, measured again, applied the load again, and so on.
8.6.1 Thrust application
Table 42 shows the preload condition for this test, Table 43 gives the forces measured
after applying the load, and Table 44 shows the forces measured after releasing the
load. Absorption is computed as the percentage of the applied load that the load cells
are missing. Hysteresis is computed as the percentage of the previously applied load
that remains after releasing the load.
The tables show good repeatability of the applied loads. The changes seen can be
perfectly due to the way the load is applied. Fy has 17.3% absorption and Mx 11.8%.
Forces and moments
Fpx (N) Fpy (N) Fpz (N) Mpx (N.m) Mpy (N.m) Mpz (N.m)
13.0 3.2 -837.0 7.2 7.19 -0.03
Contact forces:
F1 (N) F2 (N) F3 (N) F4 (N) F5 (N) F6 (N)
181.6 167.8 207.7 209.6 204.9 212.1
Settling error = (I F 1-F2 +IF3-F4 5-F I )/Weight (%) = 2.7 %
Table 42. Repeatability tests. Preload conditions for thrust application. Teflon with Grease. Force screw
is not used.
Hysteresis is very small in general, though there is a drift that makes the average go up.
Note that this drift is in those magnitudes related with vertical forces, i.e., Fz, and My. Mx
may also suffer this, but it is not easy to see because we are modifying it all along the
test. The author believes these drifts are due to some issues with the preloads. We were
using precision shim to apply the forces, and the clamps were deforming this shim a bit
more on each cycle, therefore reducing the preloads magnitude and increasing Fz. The
author also thinks the drift in Fy is due to a secondary effect of this preload reduction,




Teflon with grease, thrust repeatability. Total preload = -837 N.
F= -87.4 N, M. = -21.41 Nrm; F, was 0 N, Mx was 0 N*m
Fx (N) Fy (N) Fz (N) Mx (N-m) My (N-m) M ,(N-m)
Measured -1.7 -70.4 0.9 -18.34 -0.74 0.45
1
Absorption (%) 19.4 - 14.3
Measured -2.2 -72.7 1.9 -18.98 -0.71 0.44
2
Absorption (%) - 16.8 - 11.4 -
Measured -2.0 -73.6 1.8 -19.18 -0.74 0.44
3
Absorption (%) - 15.7 - 10.4 -
Measured -1.9 -73.9 3.0 -19.30 -0.76 0.45
4
Absorption (%) - 15.5 - 9.9 -
Measured -1.7 -72.1 3.9 -18.86 -0.76 0.44
5
Absorption (%) - 17.5 - 11.9
Measured -1.9 -71.6 5.3 -18.71 -0.75 0.39
6
Absorption (%) - 18.1 - 12.6 -
Measured -1.6 -73.0 5.6 -19.16 -0.83 0.47
7
Absorption (%) - 16.5 - 10.5 -
Measured -1.8 -71.6 6.6 -18.79 -0.82 0.43
8
Absorption (%) - 18.1 - 12.3 -
Measured -1.7 -71.5 7.3 -18.82 -0.81 0.44
9
Absorption (%) - 18.2 - 12.1 -
Measured -2.0 -70.1 7.9 -18.66 -0.82 0.48
10
Absorption (%) - 19.8 - 12.8 -
Averages:
Measured -1.9 -72.0 4.4 -18.88 -0.77 0.44
Absorption (%) - 17.6 11.8
Table 43. Repeatability tests. Thrust application, absorption. Teflon with grease. Force screw is not
used.
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Teflon with grease, thrust repeatability. Total preload = -837 N.
F, was -87.4 N, Mx was -21.41 N*m; now Fy = 0 N, Mx= 0 N-m
Fx (N) Fy (N) Fz (N) Mx (N-m) My (N.m) Mz (N-m)
Measured 0.5 0.1 1.2 -0.04 -0.06 0.02
1
Hysteresis (%) - 0.1 - -0.2 -
Measured 0.7 -0.1 1.5 -0.07 -0.07 -0.01
2
Hysteresis (%) - -0.1 - -0.3 -
Measured 0.5 0.2 2.4 -0.06 -0.09 0.01
3
Hysteresis (%) - 0.2 - -0.3
Measured 0.9 0.3 3.0 -0.05 -0.12 -0.02
4
Hysteresis (%) - 0.4 - -0.2 -
Measured 0.9 0.8 4.7 -0.04 -0.12 -0.02
5
Hysteresis (%) - 0.9 - -0.2 -
Measured 1.1 0.7 5.8 -0.06 -0.15 -0.04
6
Hysteresis (%) - 0.8 - -0.3
Measured 0.8 0.8 6.3 -0.08 -0.14 -0.01
7
Hysteresis (%) - 0.9 - -0.4 -
Measured 0.8 0.8 6.8 -0.09 -0.15 0.01
8
Hysteresis (%) - 1.0 - -0.4 -
Measured 1.1 1.3 7.6 -0.10 -0.16 -0.01
9
Hysteresis (%) - 1.4 - -0.5 -
Measured 0.7 1.4 8.4 -0.14 -0.19 0.02
10
Hysteresis (%) - 1.6 - -0.7 - -
Averages:
Measured 0.8 0.6 4.8 -0.07 -0.13 -0.01
Hysteresis (%) 0.7 - -0.3
Table 44. Repeatability tests. Thrust application, hysteresis. Teflon with grease. Force screw is not used.
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8.6.2 Pure torque application
Table 45 shows the preload condition for this test, Table 46 gives the forces measured
after applying the load, and Table 47 gives the forces measured after releasing the load.
Absorption is computed as the percentage of the applied load that the load cells are
missing. Hysteresis is computed as the percentage of the previously applied load that
remains after releasing the load.
The tables show good repeatability of the applied loads. The changes seen can be
perfectly due to the way the load is applied. My has
absorption than Mx has in the previous test.
9.6% absorption, a bit less
Forces and moments
Fpx (N) Fpy (N) Fpz (N) Mpx (N-m) Mpy (N-m) Mpz (N-m)
11.4 3.7 -855.1 6.91 -7.31 -0.36
Contact forces:
F, (N) F2 (N) F3 (N) F4 (N) Fs (N) F6 (N)
185.8 173.9 231.7 232.9 188.9 196.1
Settling error = (I F1-F2 +1F3-F I +1F-F I )/Weight (%) = 2.4 %
Table 45. Repeatability tests. Preload conditions for My application. Teflon with grease. Force screw is
not used.
We have the same issues with hysteresis as in the thrust test. Hysteresis is very small in
general, though there is a drift that makes the average go up. This drift is in those
magnitudes related with vertical forces, i.e., Fz, Mx and My. The drift in the other
magnitudes could be perfectly due to a secondary effect of this preload reduction,




Teflon with grease, My repeatability. Total preload = -855 N.
MY = 16.94 N*m; Before, My was 0 N-m
Fx (N) F (N) Fz (N) Mx (N-m) My (N-m) Mz (N-m)
Measured -0.7 2.6 -0.5 -0.10 15.36 -0.18
1
Absorption (%) - 9.4
Measured -1.1 2.9 -0.3 -0.14 15.36 -0.17
2
Absorption (%) - - - 9.3
Measured -1.1 3.2 -0.4 -0.14 15.32 -0.17
3
Absorption (%) - - - - 9.6
Measured -1.0 3.2 1.1 -0.16 15.31 -0.16
4
Absorption (%) - - - - 9.6
Measured -0.8 3.5 1.2 -0.15 15.31 -0.15
5
Absorption (%) - - - - 9.7
Measured -1.1 3.7 1.4 -0.17 15.29 -0.12
6
Absorption (%) - - - - 9.7
Measured -1.2 3.8 1.8 -0.23 15.29 -0.18
7
Absorption (%) - - - - 9.7
Measured -1.3 3.7 1.6 -0.20 15.30 -0.18
8
Absorption (%) - - - - 9.7
Measured -1.4 4.1 2.4 -0.25 15.29 -0.17
9
Absorption (%) -- - 9.8
Measured -1.1 4.6 3.0 -0.29 15.29 -0.17
10
Absorption (%) - - - 9.8
Averages:
Measured -1.1 3.5 1.1 -0.18 15.31 -0.16
Absorption (%) - 9.6 -
Table 46. Repeatability tests. M vapplication, absorption. Teflon with grease. Force screw is not used.
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Teflon with grease, My repeatability. Total preload = - N.
My was 16.94 N*m; now My = 0 N-m
Fx (N) Fy (N) Fz (N) Mx (N.m) My (N-m) Mz (N-m)
Measured 0.4 0.4 0.0 -0.01 -0.01 -0.03
1
Hysteresis (%) - - - - 0.0
Measured 0.4 0.7 0.3 -0.05 0.00 0.01
2
Hysteresis (%) - - - - 0.0
Measured 0.3 0.9 1.0 -0.04 -0.02 0.00
3
Hysteresis (%) - - - - 0.1
Measured 0.5 1.2 1.4 -0.09 -0.03 0.04
4
Hysteresis (%) - - - - 0.2
Measured 0.3 1.3 1.7 -0.11 -0.05 0.04
5
Hysteresis (%) - - - - 0.3
Measured 0.1 1.5 2.3 -0.14 -0.04 0.01
6
Hysteresis (%) - - - - 0.2
Measured 0.3 1.4 1.9 -0.11 -0.04 0.02
7
Hysteresis (%) -- - - 0.2
Measured 0.0 1.5 2.7 -0.14 -0.06 0.00
8
Hysteresis (%) - - - - 0.4 -
Measured 0.3 2.0 3.2 -0.15 -0.05 0.01
9
Hysteresis (%) - - - - 0.3
Measured 0.1 2.4 3.1 -0.24 -0.07 0.03
10
Hysteresis (%) - - - 0.4
Averages:
Measured 0.3 1.3 1.8 -0.11 -0.04 0.01
Hysteresis (%) - - - - 0.2 -
Table 47. Repeatability tests. My application, hysteresis. Teflon with grease. Force screw is not used.
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8.6.3 Pure weight application
Table 48 shows the preload condition for this test, Table 49 gives the forces measured
after applying the load, and Table 50 shows the forces measured after releasing the
load. Absorption is computed as the percentage of the applied load that the load cells
are missing. Hysteresis is computed as the percentage of the previously applied load
that remains after releasing the load.
The tables show good repeatability of the applied loads. The changes seen can be
perfectly due to the way the load is applied. Fz suffers very little absorption, where
actually almost all is due to the toggle clamps effect. It is about 0.5% absorption due to
the Teflon and 2.5% due to the clamps. However, the drift in force due to the clamps
precision shim yielding suggests that absorption is higher than its real value. Note Fz has
much smaller absorption than Fy, which had about 17%. There are some degrees of
freedom where absorption may be reduced by playing with different design variables,
such as the grooves angle.
Forces and moments
Fpx (N) Fpy (N) Fpz (N) Mpx (N.m) Mpy (N.m) Mpz (N.m)
10.3 19.5 -812.5 8.11 0.42 -1.45
Contact forces:
F, (N) F2 (N) F3 (N) F4 (N) F5 (N) F6 (N)
174.2 158.7 212.0 195.2 198.4 213.4
Settling error = (I F1-F21 +1F3-F4 I+I F5-F6 I )/Weight (%) = 5.8 %
Table 48. Repeatability tests. Preload conditions for F, application. Teflon with grease. Force screw is
not used.
We have the same issues with hysteresis as in the thrust and pure torque tests.
Hysteresis is very small in general, though there is a drift that makes the average go up.
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Teflon with grease, Fz repeatability. Total preload = -813 N.
Fz= 64.1 N; Before, Fz was 0 N
Fx (N) Fy (N) Fz (N) Mx (N-m) My (N-m) Mz (N-m)
Measured 2.7 -0.7 -62.3 0.10 0.03 0.32
1
Absorption (%) - - 2.8 - -
Measured 3.1 -0.3 -62.4 0.11 0.03 0.40
2
Absorption (%) - - 2.6 - -
Measured 2.9 -0.4 -62.2 0.09 0.03 0.44
3
Absorption (%) - - 2.9 - -
Measured 3.0 -0.4 -62.3 0.05 0.04 0.48
4
Absorption (%) - - 2.7 - -
Measured 2.9 -0.3 -62.2 0.04 0.02 0.51
5
Absorption (%) - - 3.0 - -
Measured 2.8 -0.3 -61.7 0.01 0.02 0.52
6
Absorption (%) - - 3.6 - -
Measured 2.9 0.0 -61.1 -0.03 0.02 0.55
7
Absorption (%) - - 4.6 - -
Measured 2.9 0.5 -61.0 0.01 0.01 0.58
8
Absorption (%) - - 4.8 - -
Measured 3.1 0.9 -60.5 0.01 -0.01 0.57
9
Absorption (%) - - 5.6 - -
Measured 2.6 0.9 -59.9 -0.03 0.01 0.53
10
Absorption (%) - - 6.5 -
Averages:
Measured 2.9 0.0 -61.5 0.04 0.02 0.49
Absorption (%) 3.9
Table 49. Repeatability tests. F, application, absorption. Teflon with grease. Force screw is not used.
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Teflon with grease, Fz repeatability. Total preload = -813 N.
Fz was 64.1 N; now Fz= 0 N
Fx (N) Fy (N) Fz (N) Mx (N-m) My (N-m) Mz (N-m)
Measured 2.4 -1.2 0.4 0.10 0.02 0.36
1
Hysteresis (%) - - 0.6 - -
Measured 2.5 -1.3 0.1 0.12 0.02 0.35
2
Hysteresis (%) - - 0.2 - -
Measured 2.5 -1.3 0.6 0.06 0.01 0.43
3
Hysteresis (%) - - 1.0 - -
Measured 2.6 -1.0 0.1 0.11 0.03 0.43
4
Hysteresis (%) - 0.2 -
Measured 2.8 -1.1 0.7 0.08 0.00 0.51
5
Hysteresis (%) - - 1.1 - - -
Measured 2.8 -1.0 1.6 0.06 0.02 0.46
6
Hysteresis (%) - - 2.5 - - -
Measured 2.5 -0.3 1.4 0.07 0.00 0.50
7
Hysteresis (%) - - 2.1 - - -
Measured 2.5 -0.3 1.2 0.01 0.00 0.55
8
Hysteresis (%) - - 19 -
Measured 2.3 0.1 1.9 0.00 0.00 0.55
9
Hysteresis (%) - - 2.9 - -
Measured 2.5 0.1 1.5 -0.01 -0.02 0.58
10
Hysteresis (%) -- 2.4
Averages:
Measured 2.5 -0.7 1.0 0.06 0.01 0.47
Hysteresis (%) - 1.5
Table 50. Repeatability tests. F, application, hysteresis. Teflon with grease. Force screw is not used.
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8.6.4 Tests conclusions
Forces are repeatable. The results are good; despite the observed drift in forces due to
the preloads shim yielding. Toggle clamps need, for the future, to include the force
screws, or a different T-nut to apply constant preloads without inducing friction. We did
not use the force screws in this test because we wanted a thick intermediate plate in the
contact bars, so that no yielding problems showed up in the load cells contact points,
which would have been worse. The thick plates did not allow the use of the T-nut, but
this T-nut can be cut in the future so that it can fit in the design with Teflon.
Some degrees of freedom bear higher absorptions due to friction. Futures designs may
think about relieving the most sensitive degrees of freedom of some of this absorption.
The dynamometer is not linear. This is, the absorption percentage will vary with the
loads and the preloads. The best way to deal with this is to reduce friction as much as
possible. Once it is small enough, the software might try to compensate for this error,
even though it seems a difficult task.
Grease did not prove better behavior than Teflon alone. Perhaps it is a bit better, but
more tests would be required to prove so.
Stainless steel shim has to be used in order to reduce yielding, so that any drift in the
forces' calculation is avoided.
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9 Economical analysis - bill of materials
The dynamometer itself costs $5,695.56. This price includes the structure with the basic
contact bars and Teflon intermediate plates, and the load cells. The Data Acquisition
System adds $430.00. Auxiliary equipment is estimated in $600.00. Auxiliary equipment
includes the calibration parts and the lifting equipment. Hence, the whole machine costs
about $7,000.00. This price may be reduced in about $300.00 because the Teflon
arrangement does not require 440C stainless steel for the contact bars; just aluminum
would be enough. By using not so strong aluminum parts, another big quantity may be
subtracted from the cost.
This dynamometer costs about half the price of a six-axis transducer from an industrial
automation company. However, this transducer allows a torque much smaller than our
dynamometer, so it could only be used for thrusts up to 240 N. Therefore, this
dynamometer proves to be a good solution, and even better when we are dealing with
higher forces.
9.1 Dynamometer
Part # Vendor Cost/ Total
unit ($) cost ($)
Toggle clamp, 5126A14 3 McMaster-Carr 25.60 76.8
Shaft collar, carbon steel, part 9684T6 2 McMaster-Carr 45.24 90.48
18-8 SS Fully Threaded Hex Head Cap 4 McMaster-Carr 4.98 19.92
Screw 3/4"-16 Thread, 2" Length, part
92240A382 (Rotating plate - Fixed
plate)
Ultra-Coated Grade 8 Steel SAE Flat 1 pack McMaster-Carr 10.45 10.45
Washer 3/4" Screw Size, 1-15/32" OD, of 20 per
.122"-.177" Thick, part 98180A170 pack
Type 316 Stainless Steel Eyebolt for 4 McMaster-Carr 19.17 76.68
Lifting W/Shoulder, 3/8"-16 Thread,
1400# Wll, 1-1/4" L Thread, part
8891T88
18-8 SS Standard Helical Insert 3/8"-16 2 McMaster-Carr 5.10 10.20
Internal Thread, 0.750" Length, packs per
MS122163, part 91732A746 of 5 pack
Ultra Coated Alloy Stl Sckt Head Cap 1 McMaster-Carr 9.15 9.15
Screw 1/2"-13 Thread, 2-3/4" Length, packs per
part 91274A472 (Groove - Plate) of 5 pack
Zinc-Plated Steel Fully Threaded Stud 1 pack McMaster-Carr 10.84 10.84
1/2"-13 Thread, 4-1/2" Length, part of 5 per
95475A730 (Poka-Yoke) pack
Extreme Strength Grade 9 Alloy Steel 1 pack McMaster-Carr 9.00 9.00
Hex Nut 1/2"-13 Thread Size, 3/4" of 10
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Width, 1/2" Height, part 95036A024
(Poka-Yoke)
Ultra-Coated Grade 8 Steel SAE Flat 1 pack McMaster-Carr 6.68 6.68
Washer 1/2" Screw Size, 1-1/16" OD, of 25 per
.097"-.177" Thick, part 98180A150 pack
Ultra Coated Alloy Stl Sckt Head Cap 1 pack McMaster-Carr 7.42 7.42
Screw 3/8"-16 Thread, 2-1/4" Length, of 10 per
part 91274A328 (Groove - Plate) pack
Ultra Coated Alloy Stl Sckt Head Cap 1 pack McMaster-Carr 7.68 7.68
Screw 3/8"-16 Thread, 2-1/2" Length, of 10 per
part 91274A332 (Cylinder - V-plate) pack
Ultra Coated Alloy Stl Sckt Head Cap 1 McMaster-Carr 9.69 9.69
Screw 3/8"-16 Thread, 2-3/4" Length, packs per
part 91274A336 (Groove - Plate) of 10 pack
Ultra-Coated Grade 8 Steel SAE Flat 1 pack McMaster-Carr 5.94 5.94
Washer 3/8" Screw Size, 13/16" OD, of 50 per
.055"-.080" Thick, part 98180A130 pack
18-8 Stainless Steel Shim .048" Thick, 1 pack McMaster-Carr 7.56 7.56
3/8" ID, 5/8" OD, part 98126A691 of 10 per
(shim washers for toggle clamp) pack
High-Strength Stainless Steel (Type 17- 1 McMaster-Carr 16.85 16.85
4Ph) 1/4" Thickness, 1" Width, 1'
Length, part 88775K111 (Contact Plate)
Ultra Coated Alloy Steel Socket Head 1 McMaster-Carr 7.51 7.51
Cap Screw 5/16"-18 Thread, 1-1/2" packs per
Length, part 91274A252 (Groove - of 25 pack
Clamp)
Ultra Coated Alloy Steel Socket Head 1 pack McMaster-Carr 11.08 11.08
Cap Screw 1/4"-20 Thread, 1-1/4" of 50 per
Length, part 91274A176 (Collars - pack
Cylinder + Clamp - Tnut)
18-8 Stainless Steel Socket Head Cap 1 pack McMaster-Carr 10.01 10.01
Screw 1/4"-20 Thread, 2" Length, part of 25 per
92196A550 (V-plate - Square rod) pack
ASTM F594 18-8 Stainless Steel Hex 1 pack McMaster-Carr 7.47 7.47
Nut 1/4"-20 Thread Size, 7/16" Width, of 50 per
7/32" Height, part 92673A113 (V-plate pack
- Square rod)
Alloy Steel Oval Point Socket Set Screw 1 pack McMaster-Carr 7.63 7.63
1/4"-20 Thread, 1-1/2" Length, part of 10 per
92765A317 (Oval screws) pack
Ultra Coated Alloy Stl Sckt Head Cap 1 pack McMaster-Carr 10.40 10.40
Screw 6-32 Thread, 2" Length, part of 25 per
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91274AO44 (Load cells - Grooves) pack
Load cells LLB400 500 lb 6 Futek 375.00 2,250.00
Machining, aluminum parts (all 1 set Accurate Tool 2,521.0 2,521.00
aluminum parts of the fixed and Company, Inc.
mobile modules)
Machining, basic contact bars 3 Bal-Tec 194.00 582.00
Machining, contact bars with 1 Bal-Tec 300.00 300.00
parallelogram flexures
Machining, contact bars with hourglass 3 Accurate Tool 321.00 963.00
hinges Company, Inc.
Color-Coded Aluminum Shim Stock 10 1 McMaster-Carr 47.27 47.27
Pieces, Assortment of 6" X 24" (for
flexures gap)
Total 7,092.71
Table 51. Bill of materials. Dynamometer
9.2 Calibration parts
Part # Vendor Cost/ Total
unit ($) cost ($)
Multipurpose Aluminum (Alloy 6061) 1 McMaster-Carr 28.91 28.91
1-1/2" Diameter, 3' Length, part
8974K183 (cylinder)
Shaft collar, carbon steel, part 9684T6 1 McMaster-Carr 45.24 45.24
Light Duty Open-Eye Wire Eyebolt 1 pack McMaster-Carr 7.60 7.60
1/4"-20 Thread, 1/2" Eye ID, 2" Thread of 20
Length, part 9490T4
Low Carbon Steel Rod 4" Diameter, 4 McMaster-Carr 8.34 33.36
1/2" Length, part 7786T52
Machining, aluminum bar (Calibration 1 McMaster-Carr 284.00 284.00
plate, CP-1)
Total 399.11
Table 52. Bill of materials Calibration parts
9.3 DAQ system
Part # Vendor Cost/ Total
unit ($) cost ($)
LabJack U6-PRO 1 LabJack 369.00 369.00
CB37 Terminal Board (Rev 2.1) 1 LabJack 39.00 39.00
UTick-Proto(UTP) 1 LabJack 10.00 10.00
Volt Reference, 2.5 V, part LT1460GCZ- 4 Digi-Key 3.00 12.00
2.5#PBF-ND
Total 430.00
Table 53. Bill of materials. DAQ system.
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10 Final remarks
10.1 Some new possibilities for the new dynamometer
There is a way to improve the rating capacity of our design for a certain set of load cells,
just by playing with the preload forces. This only makes sense if we really need to push a
set of load cells close to its limits, since it would take lot of time. Imagine we are testing
a propeller with a high thrust, Fy. We may estimate the torque Mx that this thrust
produces on the dynamometer. By applying with the clamps an initial torque Mx; in the
opposite direction to Mx, we may reduce the final absolute torque. The initial torque Mxi
is obtained just by loading toggle clamp 1 more or less than toggle clamps 2 and 3 (see
Figure 9 for references on clamps numbering), depending on the sign of Mxi,. This
procedure would allow a reduction of the contact forces and therefore we would be
able to use the same set of load cells for higher thrusts. However, this procedure would
not let us increase the structural limit, since the forces on the cylinder of the mobile
module do not benefit from this reduction of moment.
The easiest and sturdiest way to minimize the assembly error is to build the fixed-
module plate and the grooves all in one piece, as Figure 70 suggests. Furthermore, the
toggle clamps do not need to apply the force above the groove, but this is probably the
place where the coupling is stiffer, and placing them there reduces the preloads
variation.
Figure 70. Initial phase of the design.
Regarding the accuracy, it would be better to arrange the grooves using a triangle
elongated in the flow direction. This situation requires smaller forces to counteract the
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huge torque produced by the thrust, permitting load cells with lower rated capacity,
which in turn gives a better resolution and increases the accuracy. Moreover, this longer
triangle arrangement would require lower preload forces, and the noise created by Mx,
which is among the biggest with Fy, would be reduced.
10.2 Conclusions and future work
The kinematic coupling dynamometer turned out to be a good machine, even though it
can be improved even more in the future. This design has already decreased 5% of the
absorption in the thrust direction with respect to the old dynamometer, which absorbs
25%. Friction provides the largest absorption and friction-based settling error is the
largest source of error.
There are several issues that may be solved by studying the vibrations of our device.
However, it should be better first to focus on why vibrations are needed: frictional
forces. Not only because friction absorbs some force, but also because it worsens the
settling process. We really need incredibly small friction to allow a good settlement.
New ideas for reducing friction will be the way to go in the following years.
When using Teflon, absorption grows with the preload, since frictional forces grow with
normal contact forces. However, absorption is almost constant for the elastic hinges,
which makes them more predictable. The Teflon arrangement will absorb the same
force percentage than the flexures when preload gets close to 10,000 N. Future works
could consider the use of more flexible flexures, and could include more versatile
flexures that work in two directions.
The different designs considered for the contact bars try to minimize the tangential
forces on the load cells. However, there is always some residual friction left. Reference
[15] explains an air bearing system that would produce a huge reduction of frictional
forces. These air bearings may be located between the fixed and mobile modules.
Nonetheless, they will require control of the air layers, and the maximum force they
allow is probably too small. Further study is suggested.
Using rolling balls as contact with load cells may be among the best ways to reduce
friction. One large ball contacting two load cells instead of a contact bar may work, but
it may also magnify other errors (load cells error mainly) due to the change of the
contact angle. However, two intermediate plates holding a big number of small hard-
steel balls instead of the Teflon intermediate plates will maintain the relative angle of
the mobile module. Spacers might separate the balls between the plates, so that they
do not move too much when they are at a 450 angle. Some very soft springs or magnets
might be used to join both plates so that they are permanently joined and the top plates
can be permanently attached to the mobile module, making the assembly process very
simple. This idea is similar to a die set bushing, though in our case the balls work all in
the same plane. In these cases, the friction coefficient can become one-tenth the Teflon
friction coefficient on steel, and actually less than that. If the small balls solutions
present very high stresses, they may be substituted by rolling cylinders. Further study is
definitely encouraged.
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New complete designs may be considered to minimize friction and settling problems.
Perhaps, the ball-cone-groove kinematic coupling settles down (regarding friction) in a
better way than the three groove kinematic coupling.
One of the best qualities of the kinematic coupling is that it allows a deterministic study,
which of course, depends on whether the errors are small enough. Once errors and
absorptions are considerably reduced, the developed code could include corrections
that would improve the accuracy even more. Of course, there will always be some
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Apendix B. Matlab code
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Main file
% DAQ for Kinematic Coupling Dynamometer
% This file gets the data from the Labjack U6 unit. It has been
developed
% from the IabJack examples given in the LabJack web page.
http://labjack.com/
% It also checks for errors for each request.
% If an Error is detected the error code is displayed.
% Error = 0 means no errors.
S---------------------------------------------
%% INITIALIZE
clc %clear the MATLAB command window
clear all
clear global %Clears MATLAB global variables
filename= 'Trial 2';
% If you are zeroing, set DynoStep to 0, if you are correcting the
cells
% slope, set PreloadingFlag to 1, if you are preloading, set
% DynoStep to 2, if taking measurements, set it to 3:
DynoStep = 3 ;
%Will you record? 1 if yes, 0 if not.
RecordFlag = 0;
SlopeCorrectionFlag = 0; %if 1, the slope correction file is required;
% if 0 an standard correction is done; if 2 no correction applies
fract=0.25; % fraction of the data not used for the forces computation,
to allow preconditioning
% Load kinematic coupling dynamometer characteristics:
KCD characteristics;
maxit=5; %maximum number of iterations
if RecordFlag == 1 % Parameter list for recording condition
RES= 100; % resolution, maximum is 13
Loops = 5; % scan time is loops*time % 80 is good enough
num channels = 14;
ScanRate = 200; % Set scan rate (scan/s)
if ScanRate>3000 %frequency safety maximum
ScanRate=3000;
end
time = 0.5; % time we will be getting measurements on each loop.
values
%are substracted after "time" seconds.
buffer = 2; % 2 second buffer time, buffer definition (s)
else % parameters for non-recording condition
RES =10; % resolution, maximum is 13, but non-recording condition
does not allow 13
time=2000; % (s)
dt=l; % (s)
maxval=500; % flag for maximum number of values to be used on plots
and on average calculus.
end
global final_array;
ljud_LoadDriver; % Loads LabJack UD Function Library
1jud_Constants; % Loads LabJack UD constant file
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[Error ljHandle] = ljud_OpenLabJack(LJ_dtU6,LJt6,LJctUSB,'1',); % Returns
ljHandle for open LabJack
Error_Message(Error) i Check for and display any Errors
%x-=eros(maxit,l);
if DynoStep > 0 % if not zeroing
% If the preload run is done, let's read the values.
filename zero = strcat(filename,' zero.txt');
fid = fopen(filename_zero,'r');
textscan(fid,'%s',2,'delimiter','\n'); % Read strings delimited by
a carriage return
Zero=[O 0 0 0 0 0]; % initialize variable Zero
for k=1:6
textscan(fid,'%s',6,'delimiter',' '); % Read strings delimited
by a space
FormatStringl=repmat('%f',1,1); % Create format string based
on parameter
numberl=textscan(fid,FormatStringl,l,'delimiter','\n');




weight=[0 0 0 0 0 0; % colums are for different load cells. The
numbering
% used follows the numbers of the red stickers on the load
cells.
444.5658818 444.5658818 444.5658818 444.5658818 444.5658818
444.5658818;
889.1317637 889.1317637 889.1317637 889.1317637 889.1317637
889.1317637;
1333.697646 1333.697646 1333.697646 1333.697646 1333.697646
1333.697646;
1778.263527 1778.263527 1778.263527 1778.263527 1778.263527
1778.263527;
2222.829409 2222.829409 2222.829409 2222.829409 2222.829409
2222.829409];
calib volt=10^-3*[0 0 0 0 0 0; % load cells output voltage (V)
/excitation
% voltage (V) when weightl is applied. It follows the load cells
% numbering (stickers on the load cells).
0.4182 0.4100 0.4163 0.4162 0.4195 0.4214
0.8377 0.8189 0.8298 0.8324 0.8376 0.8453
1.2588 1.2409 1.2485 1.2500 1.2575 1.2686
1.6783 1.6431 1.6676 1.6685 1.6766 1.6908




% If the slope correction run is done, let's read the values.
if DynoStep>1






textscan(fid,'%s',2,'delimiter','\n'); % Read strings
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delimited by a carriage return
Lecture=[O 0 0 0 0 0]; % initialize variable Lecture
for k=1:6
textscan(fid,'%s',6,'delimiter',' '); % Read strings
delimited by a space
FormatStringl=repmat('%f',1,1); % Create format string
based on parameter
numberl=textscan(fid,FormatStringl,l,'delimiter','\n');





























textscan(fid,'%s',2,'delimiter','\n'); % Read strings delimited
by a carriage return
Preloads=[0;0;;0;0;0]; % initialize variable Preloads
for k=1:6
textscan(fid,'%s',3,'delimiter',' '); % Read strings
delimited by a space
FormatStringl=repmat('%f',1,1); % Create format string
based on parameter
numberl=textscan(fid,FormatStringl,l,'delimiter','\n');






%% SET RESOLUTION AND VOLTAGE RANGE:






% Configure each AIN# for volt range. This applies to any
% reading, single-ended or differential, where the positive
% channel is each AINI.

























% Configure AIN6 for +/- 10 volt range.
Error = ljud_AddRequest(ljHandle,LJ_ioPUT_AIN_RANGE,6,LJ_rgBIPl0V,0,0);
Error_Message(Error)
% Configure AIN7 for +/- 10 volt range.
Error = ljud_AddRequest(ljHandle,LJ_ioPUT_AIN_RANGE,7,LJrgBIPlOV,0,0);
Error_Message(Error)
if RecordFlag ==1 % if recording

















% Clear stream channels
Error = ljudAddRequest(ljHandle,
LJ ioCLEAR STREAM CHANNELS,0,0,0,0);
Error_Message(Error)











































% Execute above request
Error = ljudGoOne(ljHandle);
Error_Message(Error)
if RecordFlag -= 1 % if not recording
% Get all results to check for errors
Error = ijud_GetFirstResult(ljHandle,0,0,0,0,0);
Error_Message (Error)
% Run while loop until Error 1006 is returned to ensure that the
device has
% fully configured its channels before continuing.
while (Error -= 1006) % 1006 Equates to LJE NO MORE_DATA AVAILABLE
Error = ljud GetNextResult(ljHandle,0,0,0,0,0);






% Call AddRequest/GoOne/GetResult function to get each A1N# voltage
value.
% Request an absolute read of AIN6 voltage value.
Error = Ijud_AddRequest(ljHandle,LJ_ioGET_AIN,6,0,0,0);
Error_Message(Error)
% Request a differential read of AINO-AIN1.
Error = IjudAddRequest(ljHandle,LJ_ioGET_AIN_DIFF,0,0,1,0);
Error_Message(Error)
% Request a differential read of AIN2-AIN3.
Error = ljudAddRequest(ljHandle,LJ_ioGET_AIN_DIFF,2,0,3,0);
Error_Message(Error)
% Request a differential read of AIN4-AIN5.
Error = Ijud_AddRequest(ljHandle,LJ_ioGETAIN_DIFF,4,0,5,0);
Error_Message(Error)
% Request an absolute read of AIN7 voltage value.
Error = ljud AddRequest(ljHandle,LJ_ioGET_AIN,7,0,0,0);
Error_Message(Error)
% Request a differential read of AIN8-AIN9.
Error = ljudAddRequest(ljHandle,LJ_ioGETAIN_DIFF,8,0,9,0);
Error_Message(Error)
% Request a differential read of AINIO-AIN11.
Error = ljudAddRequest(ljHandle,LJ_ioGET_AIN_DIFF,10,0,11,0);
Error_Message(Error)












% Execute above request
Error = ljud_GoOne(ljHandle);
ErrorMessage(Error)
% Get. all results to check for errors




% Run while loop until Error 1006 is returned to ensure that
the device has
% fully configured its channels before continuing.
while (Error -= 1006) % 1006 Equates to
LJE NO MORE DATA AVAILABLE
[Error a2 a3 ljValue a5 a6] =
ljudGetNextResult(ljHandle,0,0,0,0,0);




































normal Forces on the load cells (N)
end
if DynoStep==2 % if preloading
Fl(:,i)=-Al*contact_force(:,i);
else % if measuring forces
Fl(:,i)=-(Al*contact_force(:,i))-Preloads;
end
if(length(x)>l) % only plots if there is more than 1 point
per curve
figure(l);





































else % if recording
%-----------------------------------------------------------------
% Get all results just to check for errors
Error = ljud_GetFirstResult(ljHandle,0,0,0,0,0);
ErrorMessage (Error)





% fully configured its channels before continuing.
while (Error -= 1006) % 1006 Equates to LJE NO MORE DATA AVAILABLE
Error = ljud_GetNextResult(ljHandle,0,0,0,0,0);






% Start the Stream
Error = ljudePut(ljHandle,LJ_ioSTART_STREAM,0,0,0);
Error_Message(Error)
for n = 0:Loops
% Set the number of scans to read. We will request twice the number we
% expect, to make sure we get everything that is available. Note the
% array we pass must be sized to hold enough SAMPLES, and the Value we
% pass specifies the number of SCANS to read.
Scans = (ScanRate/1000) * (time*1000)* 2;
% Initialize an array to store data
array(Scans*num_channels) = double(0);
% Wait a little then read however much data is available
pause (time)















% Data for all channels is now in array return array; separate data











i = i + 1;
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end
% Scans equals the number of data points per channel. The following for
% loop creates an array that is equal in length to the number of scans.























ljVal(i,8)/ljVal(i,5)];% volts per excitation voltage.
for j=1:6
contact force(j,i)=ppval(cellCurve(j),VPEV(i,j)); %
normal forces on the load cells (N)
end











































%% RMS compuLations and output files




ljVal(:,8)./ljVal(:,5)];% volts per excitation voltage.
% average computation:






%Zsum2 = [0 0 0 0 0 0];
%for i=jnt32(length(x)/5) :ength(x)







% Date and time to print on
DynoStep==0 % if zeroing
filename_preload = strcat(filename,'_zero.txt');
fid = fopen(filename_preload,'w');
fprintf(fid,'DAQ for Kinematic Coupling Dynamometer. Zeroing
file\n');
fprintf(fid,'Date and time: %s\n',Date_string);
fprintf(fid,'Load Cell 1, Zero (V/V) =%13.9f\n',Zav(1,1));
fprintf(fid,'Load Cell 2, Zero (V/V) =%13.9f\n',Zav(1,2));
fprintf(fid,'Load Cell 3, Zero (V/V) =%13.9f\n',Zav(1,3));
fprintf(fid,'Load Cell 4, Zero (V/V) =%13.9f\n',Zav(1,4));
fprintf(fid,'Load Cell 5, Zero (V/V) =%13.9f\n',Zav(1,5));
fprintf(fid,'Load Cell 6, Zero (V/V) =%13.9f\n',Zav(1,6));
fclose(fid);
else % if slope correcting
filename_preload = strcat(filename,' slope.txt');
fid = fopen(filename_preload,'w');
fprintf(fid,'DAQ for Kinematic Coupling Dynamometer.
Slope_correction file\n');
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fprintf(fid,'Date and time: %s\n',Date_string);
fprintf(fid,'Load Cell 1, Slope_correction (V/V)
=%13.9f\n',Zav(l,l));
fprintf(fid,'Load Cell 2, Slope_correction (V/V)
=%13.9f\n',Zav(1,2));
fprintf(fid,'Load Cell 3, Slope_correction (V/V)
=%13.9f\n',Zav(1,3));
fprintf(fid,'Load Cell 4, Slope_correction (V/V)
=%13.9f\n',Zav(1,4));
fprintf(fid,'Load Cell 5, Slopecorrection (V/V)
=%13.9f\n',Zav(1,5));




else % if preloading or measuring forces
% RI1S computation:
% contact force computations:
CFsum = [0;0;0;0;0;0];
for i=int32(length(x)*fract):length(x)














Date_string = datestr(now,31); % Date and time to print on
reports
if DynoStep==2 % if preloading
filename_preload = strcat(filename,'_preload.txt');
fid = fopen(filename_preload,'w');
fprintf(fid,'DAQ for Kinematic Coupling Dynamometer. Preload
file\n');







%Print the contact forces, following the convention of the
stickers








else % if measuring loads
filename_daq = strcat(filename,'_daq.txt');
fid = fopen(filename_daq,'w');
fprintf(fid,'DAQ for Kinematic Coupling Dynamometer.
Measurements\n');































%Print the contact forces, following the convention of the
stickers













Dball = 17.1335*2/1000; % (m) Equivalent diameter ball
groove at the same points
Rbminor = 63.5/1000; % (m) "Ball" minor radius
Rbmajor = 63.5/1000; % (min) "Ball" major radius
Rgroove = 1000000; % (m) Groove radius (negative for a
Dcoupling = 300/1000; % (m) Coupling diameter




YieldStressCB = 100000*6900; % (Pa) Yield stress of the contact bars
ElasticModulusCB = 196000000000; % (Pa) Elastic Modulus of the contact
bars
PoissonRatioCB = 0.29; % Poisson Ratio of the contact bars
YieldStressLC = 100000*6900; % (Pa) Yield stress of the load cells
ElasticModulusLC = 196000000000; % (Pa) Elastic Modulus of the load
cells
PoissonRatioLC = 0.29; % Poisson Ratio of the load cells
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% Load Cells Characteristics
RatedCapacity = 500*9.81*0.454; % (N)
Deflection = 0.02/1000; % (m)
EquivalentStiffness = RatedCapacity/Deflection; % (N/m)
% Contact Characteristics
Ee =1/((l-PoissonRatioLC^2)/ElasticModulusLC+(l-PoissonRatioCB^2)/...





































Al = [Aba Abb Abc Abd Abe Abf;
Bba Bbb Bbc Bbd Bbe Bbf;
Gba Gbb Gbc Gbd Gbe Gbf;
-Bba*Zba+Gba*Yba -Bbb*Zbb+Gbb*Ybb -B
-Bbd*Zbd+Gbd*Ybd -Bbe*Zbe+Gbe*Ybe -B
Aba*Zba-Gba*Xba Abb*Zbb-Gbb*Xbb A
Abd*Zbd-Gbd*Xbd Abe*Zbe-Gbe*Xbe
-Aba*Yba+Bba*Xba -Abb*Ybb+Bbb*Xbb -P
-Abd*Ybd+Bbd*Xbd -Abe*Ybe+Bbe*Xbe -A
Xbb=-Dball*sqrt(2)/4;
Ybb= Dcoupling/2;
Zbb=-Dball*sqrt(2)/4;
Abb = (2^0.5)/2;
Bbb = 0;
Gbb = (2^0.5)/2;
Xbd =-
Ybd =-Dcoupling/4-
Zbd
Abd
Bbd
Gbd
=-Dball*sqrt(2)/4;
=-sqrt(2)/4;
= sqrt(6)/4;
= sqrt(2)/2;
Xbf =
Ybf
Zbf
Abf
Bbf
Gbf
=-Dball*sqrt(2)/4;
=-sqrt(2)/4;
=-sqrt(6)/4;
= sqrt(2)/2;
bc*Zbc+Gbc*Ybc...
Ibf*Zbf+Gbf*Ybf;
bc*Zbc-Gbc*Xbc...
bf*Zbf-Gbf*Xbf;
bc*Ybc+Bbc*Xbc...
bf*Ybf+Bbf*Xbf];
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